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of the cavitation erosion process
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Summary
A parameter pertaining to material susceptibility to cavitation damage under identified
loadings is proposed. A probability mass function of cavitation loadings is suggested to represent
environmental conditions and fatigue performance of a material at a specified standard regime, as
the material properties are considered to control the performance of the erosion process and are
suggested to be taken into account for its quantification. Therefore, the value of the parameter is
assumed to follow from calculations employing the probability mass function of the loadings and
fatigue characteristics of the material, as well as energy absorption in stress-strain cycle of the
loading, corrected for the presence of inhibiting processes. The appropriate threshold conditions
for erosion are assumed to follow from the relationship between the inverse fatigue function and
the loading distribution. In this paper, a preliminary experimental verification of the correlation
between the postulated parameter and the cavitation erosion parameter is carried out. The
reliability and applicability of the parameter as well as the sources of inaccuracy and uncertainties
are also discussed.
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Introduction
Approaches to the prediction of cavitation erosion performance

According to the description in [1], surface damage of materials placed
within the collapse zone of a cavitation cloud occurs under the action of forces
arising from bubble implosions, occurring as collective or uncorrelated events.
Cavitation erosion may be a vital problem in many liquid-flow systems, such as
ship propellers, hydraulic turbines or valves, being a reason of major concern for
hydraulic equipment designers and users. Quantification of material damage under
cavitation loading consists in assessing surface changes in the initial period of the
process or measuring the mass loss in the advanced stage of the erosion.
A quantitative description of the process by model equations, usually
founded on conservation laws, refers to either energy or dynamics criteria. Both
the loading conditions and temporary physical properties of the impinged solid
surface should be taken into account in the quantitative description of the
process that may be considered stationary only in a probabilistic sense.
Specifically, cavitation erosion depends on the type of the loading cloud, its
spatial distribution, average pressure, the dynamics of local forces, the
amplitude and probability mass function of pulses, the surface morphology of
the solid, its chemical composition, microstructure, physical state (e.g. residual
stress), and resulting strength parameters. Moreover, when thin coatings are
under consideration, the dependence of the process on solid geometry should
not be neglected. The influence of various determinants on eroded material
performance was investigated by numerous researchers, e.g. [2–7]. The precise
prediction of the cavitation erosion progress is a challenging task due to the high
sensitivity of the process, which is proven by the enormous scatter of the mass
loss recorded in different experimental tests conducted at conditions differing
only by quality characteristics of the loadings [8].
The noticeable diversity in relationships between the performance of the
erosion and (1) time/space characteristic of the loadings of given magnitude or
(2) the variation of microstructure with given physical parameters is due to the
stochastic nature of the process, including the stochasticity of the initial
conditions (e.g. [9]). The appropriate stochastic description may be derived
using the analogy of the fatigue process, where material degradation is modelled
by a chosen stochastic process in the continuous time domain [10].
However, the problem of predicting cavitation erosion effectiveness is still
unresolved satisfactorily, since the known phenomenological and others models,
e.g. [11–19], are of limited applicability, due to (1) radical simplifications, (2)
the necessity to use experimental data of an actually investigated process or (3)
troublesome and extended experimental work for setting model parameters.
Another deficiency is that formulations of the models do not account for
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incubation, acceleration, and long-term exposure wear periods with equal
precision.
On the other hand, a promising way of setting the method for cavitation
aggressiveness prediction consists in finding the convenient scaling or similarity
laws. There were some attempts to do so (e.g. [20–23]), especially to find a
dependence of the erosion intensity on fluid velocity, geometric length scale,
and acoustic impedance of the liquid. The revealed dependencies are mostly
valid in the incubation period of the erosion. Semi-empirical formulas
applicable in scaling can be found in other works, e.g. [14, 24–26]. The powerlaw relationship between the average erosion rate and cumulative erosion was
defined in [24], the aggressiveness of the loading during the incubation period
was analysed quantitatively in [26] using obtained similarity laws. Analytical
formulation of the cavitation erosion rate was derived in [14], having taken into
account both the properties of the material being eroded and the cavitation flow
conditions. However, mechanical and material parameters are defined under
specific cavitation load conditions, which makes the cavitation erosion test
experiment necessary for each considered case.
Another scaling approach to cavitation damage was presented in [27], where
mass loss was linked to impact energy and presented as a function of the
threshold level of loading intensity for material damage and cumulative impact
energy exceeding the threshold value. The existence of the threshold level was
revealed experimentally. “Threshold level” in that concept is a material property
being a parameter facilitating the prediction of cavitation erosion.
The aim and the scope of the work

The aim of the present paper is to consider the usefulness of setting up a
predictor (κ), pertaining to material susceptibility to cavitation damage under
identified loading conditions. Such a parameter is to be unambiguously linked to
cavitation erosion efficiency by conditions of the experiment.
Having assumed that cavitation damage is strongly correlated with the
fatigue strength of the material, κ is being proposed to follow from calculations
employing both environmental conditions and material properties including the
following:
– The probability mass function of cavitation loadings and
– The fatigue performance of the material at a specified standard regime,
including energy absorption in stress-strain cycle of the loading and the
presence of an inhibiting processes.
The appropriate threshold conditions for erosion are assumed to arise from
the relationship between inverse fatigue (Wöhler) function and loading
distribution.
In this paper, preliminary experimental verification of the correlation
between the postulated parameter and cavitation erosion parameter MDPR
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(mean depth penetration rate) is carried out. Moreover, the reliability and
applicability of the parameter as well as sources of inaccuracy and uncertainties
are discussed.
Physical premises
Cavitation erosion as individual process

Cavitation erosion should be dealt with as an autonomous type of material
damage, governed by its own rules. The need for this approach is due to the
peculiarities of cavitation loading: short impact time, comparable to relaxation
period of viscous volume forces of fluid [28], infinitesimal area of impact
action, and the randomness of the impingements, allowing for a large number of
different destruction mechanisms occurring at the same time. Observations of
stress fields and material degradation modes have revealed a lack of any
similarities of cavitation erosion to other damage processes in solids [29]. This
conviction may be also derived from simple mathematical inference: let ξ be the
rate of changes in solid surface morphology quantified by variable ζ, that is

∂ς
= ξ ( F , x1 ,....., x n ) , where ξ is a function of temporary loading level (force)
∂t

F and (x1 , ..., xn) a set of temporary physical parameters of the material. The
simplest relationship between ξ and F may, by assumption, take the

Dξ
= αF , where α is a coefficient of proportionality. Assuming the
Dt
function ξ(F, x1 , ..., xn) is implicit yields the function αF = ϑ ( F , x1 ,....., x n )
which is also implicit. Furthermore, an ambiguity of dependence of ξ on

form

physical parameters of the material increase if stochasticity of the considered
variables are taken into account.
Fatigue nature of cavitation erosion process

On the other hand, it has been established that cavitation damage is strongly
correlated with fatigue strength of the material [30–33], e.g., a linear
relationship, in the dual logarithmic system, between cavitation erosion
resistance of three structural steels and their fatigue strength under random
tension-compression with zero mean value was found [33], and production of
fatigue-like deformations and damage accumulation was confirmed by finite
element modelling [32]. One can also find some results that support this opinion
in an indirect way [34, 35].
Accounting only for cavitation loading makes the assumption on the process
progress according to the cumulative damage law well founded. Fatigue-like
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erosion within an incubation period follows Miner's law of impact loads,
regardless of the cavitation conditions and the materials [36].
Threshold value of impacts for contribution to cavitation erosion

Due to the nature of the process, only pulses with height exceeding a certain
threshold value contribute to fatigue damage of the material surface layer [37].
In [38], the threshold loading pressure corresponding to the inception of damage
pits was evaluated. Other relevant experimental observations were presented in
[26, 36].
Inferences from Griffith theory

An accumulation of the plastic deformations during the fatigue process makes
a state of the material that fatigue cracking is of the brittle nature [39–41].
Griffith’s theory assumes that derivatives of crack surface energy and elastic
(volume) energy with respect to crack growth are equal for brittle cracking.
Therefore, the sum of volume energy (Eν) and surface energy (Γ) at critical
(unstable – brittle cracking) conditions are constant: ( E v + Γ) = const = λ .
Energy absorbed during interaction is considered to depend solely on the type of
the cracking process and material state, as well as its temporary properties. The
critical state of the material is reached under cyclic loading both at standard
fatigue or cavitation erosion tests. Assuming the proportionality of λ to the
number of cavitation impacts of various amplitudes, yields:
λ = αf cav (n1 , n2 ,.....ni ) , where ni means the number of operative (overthreshold) loadings with heights from the i-th subinterval. A similar relationship
may be valid for the fatigue process: λ = β f fat ( n1 , n2 ,.....ni ) . Hence

f cav (n1 , n 2 ,.....ni )
= η , η is constant over the whole range of impacts
f fat (n1 , n 2 ,.....ni )
levels for the probability mass function of cavitation loadings preserved
invariable.
Proposal for a new index
Methodological concept

Plots of the cavitation pulses distribution (Curve 1) and the inverse Wöhler
fatigue function (Curve 2) are presented in an ideological diagram in Fig. 1. The
curves pertain to specific erosion conditions (Curve 1) and the fatigue function
of a chosen standardised type for the material under consideration (Curve 2).
The number of pulses in the cavitation-loading curve refers to the fixed time of
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number of pulses or cycles

material exposition to the loading, e.g. 5-min. Each point in the curves drawn as
continuous lines represents the average number of pulses/cycles in the loading
interval of specified width surrounding the point under consideration. Usually,
those types of curves are presented in logarithmic scales.
The probability of material damage in a fixed time of exposition
(accompanied with material piece extraction) due to the action of impacts
greater than pressure assigned by “b” is 1. If the impact pressure lies between
points “a” and “b,” the probability of the material damage depends on the ratio
of the number of impacts to the number of cycles revealed in diagram. Impacts
of pressure less than pressure assigned by “a” do not contribute to the process of
material erosion.

2
1

a

c

b
impact pressure or fatigue stress
loading curve

fatigue curve

Fig. 1. Ideological presentation of the following functions: distribution of cavitation loading
pulses (Curve 1) and inverse Wöhler fatigue function (Curve 2): “a” – lower limit of fatigue
loading, “b” – pressure at which the number of fatigue cycles equals the number of detected
impulses of the same pressure level, “c” – the highest detected pressure of the impacts
Rys. 1. Zestawienie schematycznego przedstawienia funkcji rozkładu impulsów kawitacyjnych
(krzywa 1) oraz funkcji odwrotnej do funkcji zmęczeniowej Wöhlera (krzywa 2): „a” – minimalne
naprężenie w procesie zmęczeniowym, „b” – naprężenie, przy którym liczba cykli zmęczeniowych
jest taka sama jak liczba rejestrowanych impulsów o tym samym ciśnieniu,
„c” – najwyższe rejestrowane ciśnienie impulsów

An approach presented enables to assess the probability of (any) piece
extraction in the unit time and to find out the probability distribution function.
The latter should be a three-parameter logarithmic-natural distribution function
[42, 43].
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The number and its interpretation

Therefore, the usefulness of index κ (defined by Formula (1)) for the
assessment of the effectiveness of the cavitation erosion of materials is
submitted for consideration:
k

κ = ∑ pi

(1)

i =1

where

pi =

ni
, for i ∈< 1, s ) and pi = 1, for i ∈< s, k > ;
Ni

pi – is to be interpreted as probability of material damage, as in [44].
k – is the number of subintervals in the impact loading pressure range, for
impacts contributing to erosion, i.e. the number of subintervals in the
interval of pressure between lines “a” and “c” in Fig.1 or the index of the
uppermost subinterval of pressure subintervals employed in calculations;
s – is the number of subintervals in the interval of pressures between lines
“a” and “b” in Fig.1;
ni – stands for the number of impacts with pulse amplitude in the i-th
subinterval of pressure levels, recorded during the test run;
Ni – stands for the ultimate number of fatigue cycles with stress level in the
i-th subinterval.
The sense of κ is analogous to a constant (usually depicted as “C”) in
Palmgren-Miner linear damage hypothesis. However, C is determined for failure
as a final result of the fatigue process, and κ is determined for material damage
due to cavitation loading of specified conditions and duration.
For unification of calculations, the decision on both recording time of
cavitation pulses and the area of loading recording should be made. For
example, a 5-min period and unitary area may be chosen. Admissible space
scaling of cavitation erosion (if there are such) allows setting other values, if
needed.
Obviously, cavitation impacts and fatigue cycles are not identical
energetically. Taking into account that the effectiveness of cavitation erosion
depends linearly on the energy delivered to the material, as was found for
aluminium and copper [13], and fatigue curves refer to the total strain energy
density per cycle vs. the number of cycles to failure [45], a compliance with
energy criteria should be attained. Then, a correction of Formula (1) should be
introduced. The correction refers to the volume work performed during each
impact or fatigue cycle action. The value of this work equals the surface area of
the field determined by the adequate hysteresis. The correction coefficient for
each subinterval i may take the form:
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ς (r ,υ ,σ , T , ω ) =

S cav (σ i ,υ , T , ω )
S fat (σ i , r , T , ω )

(2)

where Scav and Sfat are hysteresis field areas following from cavitation impact
and fatigue loading cycle, respectively. In general, the hysteresis are stochastic
functions of loading amplitude σi [46] and the physical state of the material. Sfat
depends on the type of fatigue test r. Using available results of impact fatigue
investigation, e.g. [47–49], it can be assumed that Scav changes in time due to a
strengthening process, porosity increase, and depends on the characteristics of
the impact pulse.
Symbols used in Formula (2) are as follows:
ω – random variable,
σ – loading amplitude,
T – material temperature,
r – type of fatigue test,
υ – parameter for impulse characteristics.
Since it is impossible to trace hysteresis of each individual pulse, the
average values should be accepted.
The presented approach is still burdened with significant simplification for
the part of the hysteresis energy that is dissipated through heating, vibration, and
non-propagating defects [50]. In fact, a special procedure for estimating the
specimen lifetime under random fatigue loading is to be applied [51].
In order to avoid referring to experimental results of cavitation tests and
remembering that closed hysteresis loops may not be observed for random
loading, the coefficient ζ could be found using the appropriate relationship
between the energy of impacts and the energy delivered to the material. The
dependence of dissipated energy on the number of cycles for various numbers of
fatigue cycles as presented in [46] can stand for an example.
Other events to be taken into account in some circumstances are crack
closure phenomena [52] and the reflected stress waves in the case of the erosion
of coatings [53].
Summarising, the number κ may take one of the following alternative forms:



s

κ =  ∑
 i =1


ni + mi
+ k − s (1 − ξ av )ζ av
Ni


(3)

if line “c” is situated on the right side of line “b” in Fig. 1;
k

κ =∑
i =1

ni + mi
(1 − ξ av )ζ av
Ni

if line “c” is situated on the left side of line “b” in Fig. 1.

(3’)
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The notation used in Formulae (3) is as follows:

mi is the number of reflected stress waves with amplitude in the i-th
subinterval of pressure levels, recorded during the test run;

ξav is the average probability of the impact or reflected stress wave energy
being used for crack closure. Its value can be derived from the general
model considerations, presented in [17];
ζav is the average value of correction coefficient ζ.
Actually, due to the random nature of n, m, N and η, the value of number κ
should be obtained from the realisation of the relevant stochastic process.
Assumptions on calculation methodology
Sources: measurements and assumptions

The quantities necessary to calculate κ are obtained as experimental results
or following the assumptions.
As it is, the fatigue curves and pressure distribution of cavitation pulses are
derived from measurements. However, the type of the fatigue test and testing
parameters should be determined once and retained as obligatory for
standardisation purposes.
Such quantities as loading area, time of exposition, pressure interval
division constituting the number of subintervals should be appointed arbitrarily
for the purposes of comparison. The assumption necessary for standardisation
refers also to the area of pulse interaction with the material. The number of
pulses of various amplitudes is derived from records performed using pressure
transducers of a defined interaction area. Due to dependence of the recorded
signal on the transducer characteristics, one type of transducers should be used.
Thus, calculation of pulse height and approximate recalculation of real impact
pressures for the approximate area of interaction is possible.
It seems that the correction coefficient ζ can be calculated using the
experimental data and accessible scaling rules. As the last resort, the discussion
on the loss of accuracy of κ due to neglecting the ζ coefficient in (2 and 2’)
should be carried out if it is to be omitted. This time one may expect different κ
number values.
Correlation with cavitation erosion parameters

Applicability of the number κ as a measure of erosion process effectiveness
will be corroborated if any convincing correlation between κ and cavitation
erosion parameters MDPR (mean depth of penetration rate), MPR (maximum
penetration rate), incubation time or other as according to ASTM G40-88 [54] is
found.
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Comments on accuracy and uncertainties
The closer the nature of the process taking place during fatigue test to that
of cavitation erosion, the better is the correlation between the performance of
the material under fatigue and cavitation loading. The better the correlation
between fatigue properties of the material and its response to cavitation loading,
the better is the accuracy by which the number κ can be determined. However,
complete affinity is unachievable due to the nature of cavitation impingement discrete, short time pulses impacting over small area of the target, which leads
among others to significant increase in temperature and alteration of the
physical properties of materials. Moreover, the stages of the fatigue process
depend on the loading cycle frequency, whereas cavitation impingement is a
stochastic process that may show only some features of periodicity.
Randomness of the loading and the choice of fatigue tests

Performance of materials under regular and random loading may be
different. Random loading may cause increased fatigue damage in comparison
to the constant amplitude loading [55]. In the case of uniaxial random processes,
the mean stress Goodman criterion and the Palmgren-Miner linear cumulative
damage rule are mostly used [56]. A similar procedure may be applied to
multiaxial random loading, which seems to be the most comparable case of
fatigue test approximating the cavitation damage process.
However, regardless of the choice of the fatigue test type, additional nonlinear effects derived from the high rate of applying cavitation loading force (1)
and its local action area, in distinction from the volume forces suffered by a
solid sample subjected to a fatigue test (2) make the cavitation erosion process
and the fatigue damage process, as developed within any of standardised test
procedures, permanently disjunctive. Therefore, the choice of the type of fatigue
test may be a matter of stipulation.
Reliability of fatigue tests

Because of the noticeable scatter of fatigue results encountered in the
literature, the limits for fatigue curves are to be measured each time in
accordance with the requirements of the appropriate standard.
Accuracy of the loading measurements

The accuracy of cavitation loading measurements depends mainly on
applied measurement technique. Reliable registration of cavitation pulses
requires using transducers with a resonance frequency up to the GHz level (e.g.
PVDF) and adequate rates of signal ascent and descent as well as other elements
of the measurement trail with appropriate adjusted parameters. Moreover,
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accuracy depends (1) on the number of subintervals of the whole pressure
extent, or equivalently, the extent of each subinterval and (2) on taking for
calculations the right value of the average area of cavitation force action. The
latter is crucial for obtaining an exact value of κ. The actual impact pressures
may be found in the most reliable way by employing the dimensions of
cavitation indents for calculations, as described in [57]. The dependence of the
number κ on the average value of pit diameter is discussed in the next section of
the present paper.
600

number k

500
400
300
200
100
0
4

6

8

10

average diameter of the pit [micrometers]
PA2

Armco

Fig. 2. Dependence of the number κ on the average value of pit diameter
(for cases presented in Fig. 3)
Rys. 2. Zależność wartości liczby κ od średniej wartości średnicy pola
obciążenia impulsem siły (dla przypadku przedstawionego na Rys. 3)

Preliminary experimental verification
In order to find out if there is a relationship between variations of the
erosion number κ and single-number parameters quantifying material damage
due to cavitation loading, an experiment has been carried out. For this purpose,
both cavitation pulse distribution and cumulative erosion curves for Armco iron
and PA2aluminum alloy were derived from the results of the experiment
executed in a cavitation tunnel with a slot cavitator [58]. PCB Piezotronics
S113B23 transducers were used for measurements of the impact pressures. The
time of impulse registration equalled 5 s. A sampling frequency of 1 MHz was
sufficient for detection of single pulses as discernible loadings. The detected
values of average pressure exerted on the transducer membrane enabled the
researchers to determine forces (height of the loading) and, subsequently, the
local pressure exerted by the single pulse. It has been assumed that the diameter
of the pulse action area was 7.2 µm.
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The results are presented in Figure 3, including the number of impacts at
various pressure intervals /distributions of loading pressure/ for two different
flow conditions as well as the dependence of limit number of fatigue cycles on
loading stress /inverse functions to fatigue functions/ for Armco iron and
aluminium PA2 (assignment according to Polish Norms). Chemical
compositions of the materials were as follows: (1) Armco iron C0.035, Mn0.1,
Si0.01, P0.026, S0.035, Fe rest and (2) aluminium PA2 Mg2.7, Mn0.3, Fe0.4,
Si0.3, Zn0.2, Cr0.1, Cu0.1, Ti0.05, Al rest. The Armco iron corresponds to
ASTM A424 Steel and PA2 to ASTM 5052 Aluminium.
Fatigue data were compiled from our own data and data presented in [59–
–62]. A low-cycle limit was unachievable and the ultimate strength was adopted
instead (208 MPa for PA2 and 328 MPa for Armco).

Fig. 3. Number of impacts at various pressure intervals for two different flow conditions
(Curve β) and the dependence of limit number of fatigue cycles on loading stress
for Armco iron and PA2 aluminium
Fig. 3. Liczba impulsów odpowiadająca różnym zakresom ciśnienia dla dwóch różnych
warunków przepływowych (wykres β) oraz zależność od naprężenia liczby cykli określających
wytrzymałość zmęczeniową żelaza Armco i aluminium PA2 (wykresy PA2 i Armco)

Employing the procedure described in the section Proposal for a new index
and assuming that ξav = 0 and ζav = 1, one can obtain the following values of the
κ number: 31.1 for Armco iron and 135.5 for aluminium PA2. Hence, the
resulting ratio equals 4.3.
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The cumulative erosion curves of the investigated materials have been
plotted, allowing the determination of the MDPR (for maximum rate of the
erosion) value. The MDPR parameters and the volume loss of Armco and
aluminium samples during the erosion process as well as the ratio of their values
are presented in Tab. 1. Determining precise values of other cavitation erosion
measures, such as the maximum penetration rate and incubation time, from the
plotted curves has been not possible.

Table 1. MDPR and the volume loss of Armco and PA2 during erosion
Tabela 1. MDPR oraz erozyjne ubytki objętości żelaza Armco i aluminium PA2
Volume loss after 350 min [mm3]
Armco iron
0.471

Ratio of volume losses

PA2 aluminium
2.379

5.05

MDPR [µ
µm/min]
Armco iron
0.0026

Ratio of MDPR’s

PA2 aluminium
0.0122

4.69

Both ratios of the erosion measures are consistent with the ratio of κ values
found in the experiment.
Conclusions
(1) The ultimate number of fatigue cycles in the high cycle range is some
orders of magnitude greater than the number of relevant cavitation pulses,
which, in that case, do not significantly contribute to the erosion process and do
not influence the value of parameter κ. On the contrary, its value is strongly
dependent on the low cycle characteristics.
(2) As it is its nature, the parameter κ is a measure of the potential damage
of the material in the defined period under defined loading conditions; therefore,
it could serve for the prediction of the erosion by appropriate scaling.
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Jednoparametrowy wskaźnik efektywności procesu erozji kawitacyjnej
Streszczenie
W pracy przedstawiono wskaźnik oceny skłonności materiału do ulegania niszczeniu
erozyjnemu w warunkach zidentyfikowanych obciążeń kawitacyjnych. Przyjęto założenie, że
o przebiegu procesu decydują rozkład obciążeń oraz odporność zmęczeniowa materiału. Do
wyznaczenia wskaźnika oceny wykorzystuje się zatem rozkład prawdopodobieństwa obciążeń jako
czynnik reprezentujący warunki środowiskowe oraz standaryzowaną krzywą zmęczeniową,
reprezentującą właściwości niszczonego materiału. Wartość wskaźnika jest ustalana według
procedury, która obejmuje zestawienie powyższych zależności oraz wyliczenia korekcyjne,
związane z absorpcją energii w cyklu zmęczeniowym i występowaniem procesów hamujących
rozwój erozji. Przyjęto, że warunki progowe skutecznego niszczenia materiału określone są
poprzez graniczną wartość obciążenia dla zmęczenia wysokocyklowego. Dokonano wstępnej
weryfikacji istotności wskaźnika poprzez sprawdzenie występowania korelacji pomiędzy jego
wartością a parametrami erozji kawitacyjnej dla określonych materiałów i warunków
doświadczalnych. Przedyskutowano ponadto stosowalność wskaźnika i źródła potencjalnych
błędów w określaniu jego wartości.
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Summary
In this paper, using the course of stress derived from load measurements of steering knuckle
pin of a passenger car, the calculation of fatigue life under service loads is investigated. Adopted
courses have been processed to designate a set of sinusoidal cycles by the following methods: peak
counting method, simple-range counting method, full cycle counting method, range-pair counting
method, and rainflow counting method. Based on set of cycles, with variable parameters Sm I and
Sai block load spectrums have been developed for substitute amplitude Saz, designated using the
author's method, which uses two-parametric fatigue characteristics. The result of this paper is a
comparison of fatigue life for load spectrums determined from the established methods of
calculating random loads cycles of a broad spectrum, which are characterised by variable values of
the coefficient I.
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Nomenclature

C(-1) – constant in the formula describing Wöhler fatigue diagram for
oscillating load (R = -1),
I
– coefficient characterising the width of the random loading spectrum,
N
– cycle number – general notation (fatigue life),
N0
– base number of cycles corresponding to fatigue life (N0 = 106),
R
– cycle asymmetry ratio (R = Smin/Smax),
Re
– material yield point in MPa,
Rm – material tensile strength in MPa,
Sa
– sinusoidal cycle stress amplitude in MPa,
Saz – substitute stress amplitude for a sinusoidal cycle with parameters Sm
and Sa in MPa,
S a( T( R) ) – sinusoidal cycle stress amplitude with a specific coefficient value R
determining the constant fatigue life amplitude (N = const.) in MPa,
Sf (-1) – fatigue limit under oscillating load (R = -1) for N0 cycle number in
MPa,
Si
– local stress values on the “I” level of loading in MPa,
Sm
– mean sinusoidal cycle stress in MPa,
(T)
S m ( R ) – average value of a sinusoidal stress cycle with a specific coefficient
value R determining the constant fatigue life amplitude (N = const.) in
MPa,
Smax – maximum sinusoidal cycle stress in MPa,
i
– general notation for the loading level (i = 1,2, ...., p),
k
– exponent in equation ψN = N-k (log k = 1.973 – log Rm),
m(-1) – exponent in the formula describing Wöhler fatigue diagram for
oscillating load (R = -1),
δ(N) – the relative difference of fatigue life,
ψN – factor of material sensitivity to cycle asymmetry, for N ≠ N0,
ζ
– spectrum filling factor,
λ
– number of repetitions of a program to fatigue fracture.
Abbreviations:
FCM
PCM
RCM
RFM
RPM
TFC

–
–
–
–
–
–

full cycle counting method,
peak counting method,
simple-range counting method,
rainflow counting method,
range-pair counting method,
two-parametric fatigue characteristics.
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Introduction
Some of the criteria for the selection of the design features of machine
elements are calculations in the field of fatigue of materials in the area of
fatigue life estimation under random loads. According to the theory of stochastic
processes, operating loads can be classified into groups of narrow and broad
spectrums. Significant differences are due to fatigue life between designated
loads apply to the cycle portion of a particular set of cycle asymmetry
coefficient R values and the presence of high amplitude cycles (where the
maximum amplitude of Sa ≈ Smax). Fatigue life calculations for loads with a
narrow spectrum are implemented by using a block load spectrum (1D
spectrum) developed on the basis of a set of cycles determined by one of the
counting cycle methods: peak counting method, simple-range counting method,
full cycle counting method, range-pair counting method and rainflow counting
method. In paper [2], it was found that the choice of the method of counting
cycles for specific loads does not significantly affect the results of the fatigue
life calculations performed using the fatigue characteristics of N(Sa) (1D
characteristics).
For loads with a broad spectrum, the realisation of calculations is based on
the fatigue load spectrum describing the variability of the cycle parameters Sm i
and Sa i, which is, for example, the correlation array of in the system Sa-Sm or
Smin-Ssmax (2D spectrum). The need to use this type of spectrum is due to the
presence of cycles with cycle asymmetry coefficient loads of the range -∞
< R < 1, and their impact on the fatigue life [4]. An important element in the
development of the 2D spectrum is the selection of counting cycle methods.
Among the known methods [2, 3], when developing broad spectrum loads, it is
not advisable to use the peak counting method due to the formation of most
severe load conditions that can underrate the estimated durability compared to
the experimental results. Other cycle counting methods listed above are
identified as recommended for the development of these types of loads. In the
calculations of durability two-parametric characteristics of fatigue N are used
(Sa, Sm) allowing to take into consideration influence of cycles with a particular
value of R on fatigue life.
The purpose of this study was to compare the results of the fatigue life
calculations for load spectrums determined based on selected methods of
counting cycles. The calculations are carried out using alternative load
spectrums in the form of a block spectrum, developed based on the twoparameter fatigue characteristic, which is a generalisation of the Goodman
diagram.
The scope of work includes the characterisation of service loads that allow
for the evaluation of load spectrum width and carry the calculations of cycles by
the selected counting method. The developed 2D-load spectrum will be
transformed into a block 1D-load spectrum based on which fatigue life is
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calculated. The results of the calculations are subject to a comparative analysis
to formulate conclusions.
Service load
Figure 1 shows the load course of a steering knuckle pin of a passenger car
registered in certain driving situations associated with driving on different types
of surfaces and at different speeds. Due to their use in the calculation of the
fatigue life, they are shown as relative Si/Smax, where Smax is the maximum load
occurring in the course.
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Fig. 1. Course portions of the stress changes in the form of relative values Si/Smax
Rys. 1. Fragmenty przebiegów zmian naprężeń w postaci wartości względnych Si/Smax
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A brief analysis of taken courses shows significant differences in the
frequency of load changes and the presence of cycles with high amplitudes.
Load analysis in the range of the evaluation of the static and dynamic
component of taken courses was carried out based on the mean value and
variance. The values of these statistical parameters are shown in Table 1. For all
courses, the mean value is close to zero (Table 1, column 2) and variance values
show the differences between the courses in the range of the changes in stress.
Similar values were obtained for the variance regarding courses marked B and
F, C, and E.
In Table 1, the values of skew distribution and kurtosis are shown. Skew is
characterised by the degree of asymmetry distribution around the mean value,
and kurtosis determines the relative peak or flatness of distribution comparing
with the normal distribution [1]. Therefore, on the basis of the results (Table 1,
column 4 and 5), and analysis of the value distribution of the load courses,
which, due to the volume of work are not presented, it can be assumed that the
distribution in the courses is similar to a normal distribution.
Table 1. Statement of chosen statistical load course parameters Si/Smax
Tabela 1. Zestawienie wybranych parametrów statystycznych przebiegów obciążeń Si/Smax
Load course
1
A
B
C
D
E
F

Mean value
2
-0.0026
-0.0003
0.0001
-0.0094
0.0160
0.0217

Statistical parameter
Variance
Skew
3
4
0.1400
0.0600
0.1063
-0.0212
0.0821
0.1204
0.0556
0.0384
0.0780
-0.0748
0.1020
0.3391

Kurtosis
5
-0.7406
-0.2990
0.1837
0.9891
0.2775
-0.0292

The complex frequency structures of the analysed load courses are illustrated
by spectral density function charts shown in Figure 2. The domain of studies are
significant changes in the frequency for the courses determined as the A, B, and
C for 0 < f < 50 Hz, and D, E and F for 0 < f < 12 Hz. Analysis of statistical
functions show that the highest value of variation is related to course A in which
load cycles occur in the frequency range of 50 Hz. The lowest value of the
variance is characterised by course D, which consists of cycles at frequencies up
to 12 Hz. The differences between the frequency structure and variance value
(which is a measure of the amplitude of the stress changes) load courses are
associated with force factors that emerge during certain driving situations. All
the analysed load courses can be classified into a group of a broad load
spectrum, which is indicated by the characteristic form of the graphs of the
spectral density function.
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Fig. 2. Spectral density for load courses Si/Smax: a – course A,
b – course B, c – course C, d – course D, e – course E, f – course F
Rys. 2. Widmowa gęstość mocy dla przebiegów obciążeń Si/Smax: a – przebieg A,
b – przebieg B, c – przebieg C, d – przebieg D, e – przebieg E, f – przebieg F

Another way to assess the width of the load spectrum, not requiring complex
statistical analysis, is to determine the value of coefficient I expressed by the
following relationship:
N
(1)
I= i
Ne
In the above relationship, Ni is the number of intersections of the mean value
level by increasing and decreasing half-cycles, and Ne is the number of local
extremes that occur in the course (the sum of the minimum and maximum). This
method is described in paper [5]. The determined values of coefficient I for each
load are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Statement of values of coefficient I for load courses Si/Smax
Tabela 2. Zestawienie wartości współczynnika I dla przebiegów obciążeń Si/Smax

Coefficient I

A
0.8411

B
0.7588

Load course
C
D
0.7003
0.4455

E
0.3828

F
0.2570
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The scope of the changes is contained in I = 0.8411 (for Course A) and
I = 0.2570 (for Course F). Based on the values of coefficient I, the assumed load
courses can be classified into a group with a broad spectrum. The formulated
conclusion is consistent with the findings of statistical analysis.
Block load spectrum
Load courses were determination based on set of sinusoidal cycles. The
following cycle-counting methods were chosen: peak counting method (PCM),
simple-range counting method (RCM), full-cycle counting method (FCM), rangepair counting method (RPM), and rainflow counting method (RFM) [2, 3].
Designated data sets contained sinusoidal cycles with parameters of Sai/Smax
and Smi/Smax in the range of the variation of cycle asymmetry coefficient ∞ < R < 1.0, which is typical for a broad load spectrum. Based on the collected
data sets, cycles have been developed characterising the value Sm = 0 and
substitute amplitude Saz, which was determined on the basis of a two-parameter
fatigue characteristic.
Method for determining the substitute load spectrum

The basis for determining the substitute amplitude Saz is the two-parameter
fatigue characteristic (TFC). For the purposes of this paper, two-parameter
fatigue characteristics were adopted as an IM model described in [6] (Fig. 3).

Sa
Rm
R→±

R = -1

3

R=0

2
Saz i

C
E

B

4

1
N = const.
Sa i

F

-Rm

G

Sm i

A

R=1
0

Rm

Fig. 3. Schematic approach to the mathematical model IM characteristic TFC
Rys. 3. Ujęcie schematyczne matematycznego modelu IM charakterystyki TFC
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Formulas describing constants lines of durability (N = const.) for each TFC
range are marked in the Figures with numbers from 1 to 4 are as follows:
– Range 1
 S f ( −1) ⋅ (R m + S a( T( R) ) − S (mT()R ) ) 
N = N0 

(T )
 S a ( R ) ⋅ R m ⋅ (1 + ψ N ) 
– Range 2

N=

N 0 ⋅ (S f ( −1) )

for

0<R<1

(2)

for

-1 ≤ R ≤ 0

(3)

for

-∞ < R < -1

(4)

for 1 < R < +∞

(5)

m ( −1)

(S

– Range 3

N=

m ( −1)

(T)
a(R)

+ ψ N ⋅ S(mT()R ) )

m ( −1)

N 0 ⋅ (Sf ( −1) )

m ( −1)

(S

(T)
a(R)

− ψ N ⋅ S (mT()R ) )

m ( −1)

– Range 4
 Sf ( −1) ⋅ (R m + Sa( T( R) ) + S(mT()R ) ) 
N = N0 

(T )
 Sa ( R ) ⋅ R m ⋅ (1 + ψ N ) 

m( −1)

Specified areas of TFC are characterised by the variability range of cycle
asymmetry coefficient R.
A method for determining the substitute amplitude Saz i is to determine
constant lines of durability (N = const.) based on formulas (2), (3), (4) and (5)
for any sinusoidal cycle load with the parameters Sm i and Sa i (indicated by point
G in Fig. 3). The appropriate formula used is related to the range in which the
load cycle is considered. Then point G is interpolated to the point of intersection
of the constant line of durability with ordinate axis of coordinate system TFC
(point C), for which the average stress is Sm = 0. In this way, the substitute load
cycle is determined with coefficient R = -1. It should be underlined that all the
load cycles lying on the constant line of durability (N = const.) have the same
amplitude substitute Saz i regardless of which TFC area is located.
Block load spectrum

Using the method of determining the substitute amplitude Saz described in
Section “Method for determining the substitute load spectrum”, the block load
spectrum was determined for set of sinusoidal cycles determined as the result
counting cycles (chosen five methods) for six load courses. The TFC used was
developed for steel C45, which is characterised by the following parameters [7]:
– Under static conditions:
E = 211029 MPa, Rm = 682 MPa, Re = 458 MPa,
– Under cyclic conditions: m(-1) = 9.80, C(-1) = 1.054⋅1029, Sf(-1) = 223.5 MPa,
k = 0.1378, ψN = N-k.
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The block load spectrums used in the calculation of durability were determined
separately for the taken Smax values of the range of variation of 200 MPa ≤ Smax ≤
600 MPa. Due to the volume of this paper, the block load spectrum is fixed as the
value of Smax = 500 MPa, only for changes in stress courses marked as A (Fig. 4) and
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Fig. 4. Block load spectrum for stress Smax
= 500 MPa calculated for course A by
counting method:
a – peak counting method (PCM),
b – simple-range counting method (RCM),
c – full-cycle counting method (FCM),
d – range-pair counting method (RPM),
e – rainflow counting method (RFM)
Rys. 4. Blokowe widma obciążeń dla
naprężeń Smax = 500 MPa wyznaczone dla
przebiegu A metodą zliczania:
a – lokalnych ekstremów (PCM),
b – rozpiętości gałęzi (RCM),
c – pełnych cykli (FCM), d – par zakresów
(RPM), e – obwiedni (rainflow) (RFM)
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F (Fig. 5). In addition, the table contains values that characterise the block load
spectrum: Table 3 - ξ spectrum filling factor, Table 4 - the value of the
maximum substitute amplitude Saz max.
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Rys. 5. Block load spectrum for stress Smax
= 500 MPa calculated for course F by
counting method: a – peak counting
method (PCM), b – simple-range counting
method, (RCM), c – full-cycle counting
method (FCM), d – range-pair counting
method (RPM), e – rainflow counting
method (RFM)
Rys. 5. Blokowe widma obciążeń dla
naprężeń Smax = 500 MPa wyznaczone dla
przebiegu F metodą zliczania:
a – lokalnych ekstremów (PCM),
b – rozpiętości gałęzi (RCM), c – pełnych
cykli (FCM), d – par zakresów (RPM),
e – obwiedni (rainflow) (RFM)
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Table 3. Value summary of spectrum filling factor ζ
Tabela 3. Zestawienie wartości współczynnika wypełnienia widma ζ
Load course
1
A
B
C
D
E
F

PCM
2
0.3696
0.3157
0.2701
0.2355
0.2838
0.3306

RCM
3
0.3555
0.3006
0.2337
0.1469
0.1892
0.1831

Counting cycle method
FCM
4
0.3341
0.2663
0.2204
0.1569
0.1546
0.1556

RPM
5
0.3340
0.2663
0.2200
0.1378
0.1501
0.1372

RFM
6
0.3686
0.2789
0.2598
0.1615
0.1531
0.1638

Table 4. Listing of the maximum substitute amplitude Saz max
Tabela 4. Zestawienie wartości maksymalnej amplitudy zastępczej Saz max
Load course
1
A
B
C
D
E
F

PCM
2
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

RCM
3
456.1
428.1
456.1
450.0
400.0
384.1

Counting cycle method
FCM
4
478.0
478.0
478.0
428.1
456.1
434.1

RPM
5
478.0
478.0
478.0
478.0
478.0
478.0

RFM
6
434.1
450.0
406.1
406.1
456.1
406.1

Analysis of the values contained in Tables 3 and 4 are the result of using the
chosen methods for counting cycles to estimate sets of data which differ in load
amplitude value Sa i/Smax and being part of individual cycles (especially for high
values of Sa i/Smax) in the spectrum range for individual loads. The indication is
that the value of spectrum filling factor ζ (Table 3) and maximum value of the
substitute amplitude Saz max were obtained by the peak counting method. For
courses A, B and C, the spectrum was determined by the other methods and
have similar values of ζ compared to the PCM method; however, they differ
significantly comparing the values of Saz max. For courses D, E, and F, the major
differences concern both the value and ζ and Saz max.
Calculation results
Fatigue life calculations were carried out in terms of tensile strength, using
fatigue-life Wöhler diagram determined experimentally in terms of a load R = -1
[7]. The following equation was used:
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log S a = −

1
log N + 2.9611
9.80

(6)

The following is adopted for the calculation of Palmgren-Miner’s linear
fatigue damage aggregation hypothesis presented in equation:
D=

p

ni

∑N
i =1

= 1 .0

(7)

i

The durability results are presented in the form of load blocks, which were
calculated from the following equation:
λ=

1
D

(8)

The calculations for the substitute load spectrum allowed us to determine
the fatigue life graphs in the system Smax = f (λ), where Smax is the maximum
value in the load course. Figure 6 shows the results of the calculation in the
form of graphs only for course A (Fig. 6a) and F (Figure 6b). However, Table 5
contains values of parameters of a straight-line equation (9) for all calculation
cases:
1
(9)
log S max = − log λ + b
m
Preliminary evaluation of the calculation results are presented in the form of
graphs (Fig. 6), and the parameters of the straight line equation (Table 5)
indicates that the lowest load spectrum is obtained by the designated PCM
method, which is a consequence of the high value of spectrum filling factor ζ
and substitute amplitude Saz max. The highest fatigue life was obtained,
depending on the load course, for the RCM method and/or RFM. In the case of
load C, the highest (equal to) results of durability were achieved for the RCM
(ζ = 0.2337, Saz max = 456.1 MPa) and RFM (ζ = 0.2598, Saz max = 406.1 MPa).
However, for course D, the highest durability was obtained for the RFM method
(ζ = 0.1615, Saz max = 406.1 MPa) and close (lower values compared to RFM) to
the value of durability for RCM (ζ = 0.1469, Saz max = 450.0 MPa) and FCM
(ζ = 0.1569, Saz max = 428.1 MPa). For all other cases of loads, the highest
durability was obtained for the RCM method.
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Fig. 6. Life fatigue calculation results: a – Course A, b – Course F
Rys. 6. Wyniki obliczeń trwałości zmęczeniowej dla: a – przebiegu A, b – przebiegu F
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Table 5. List of m and b values as result of fatigue life calculations
Tabela 5. Zestawienie wartości parametrów m i b uzyskanych w wyniku obliczeń
trwałości zmęczeniowej
Load course

Cycle-counting method

1

2
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM

A

B

C

D

E

F

Parameters of the equation of a straight line
m
b
3
4
2.8277
2.9345
9.80
2.8747
2.8721
2.9093
2.8574
2.9568
9.80
2.8951
2.8920
2.9334
2.8670
2.9529
9.80
2.9150
2.9169
2.9529
2.9378
2.9934
9.80
2.9933
2.9599
3.0109
2.8840
3.0176
9.80
2.9371
2.9295
2.9599
2.8416
3.0556
9.80
2.9712
2.9527
3.0235

Analysis of test results
The differences between the results of calculations obtained for the assumed
load courses and the methods of counting cycles were specified on the basis of
the analysis of the value difference of the relative fatigue life N calculated from
the following equation:
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(10)

N ( R = −1)

The values of the fatigue life N(x) is expressed as a durability of the number
of cycles determined by calculation, while the N(R=-1) is the number of cycles
read from the Wöhler diagram for stress amplitude value Sa (Sa = Smax). The
points of reference in the analysis were the results read from the Wöhler graph.
The results of the fatigue life calculations presented in the form of
parameters of straight lines equations (Table 5) indicate that they are parallel
and to the right of the Wöhler graph (for R = -1). Relative difference values δ(N)
between the analysed characteristics are presented in the chart in Figure 7 and
numerically in Table 6.
Detailed analysis shows that the most severe load conditions are obtained
for the cycle-counting method peak counting method (PCM) for all analysed
loads. Relative difference values are in the range of δ(N) F = 50.3 to δ(N) E = 123.3.
The highest durability was obtained for the block load spectrum determined by
the following cycle-counting methods: simple-range counting method (RCM) –
courses A, B, C, E, F and rainflow counting method (RFM) – courses C, D. For
course C, the load spectrum determined by RCM and RFM methods allowed us
to obtain the same results of durability, instead of different values of spectrum
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Fig. 7. Relative difference values for the assumed service load counted
by chosen counting cycle methods
Rys. 7. Wartości różnic względnych dla przyjętych obciążeń eksploatacyjnych
podanych zliczaniu cykli wybranymi metodami
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filling factor ζ and substitute amplitude Saz max. This is the result of a larger
number of cycles of higher amplitudes in the load spectrum determined by the
FCM method despite the smaller Saz max value, based on the spectrum determined
by RCM.
Table 6. Table of relative difference values δ(N)
Tabela 6. Zestawienie wartości różnic względnych δ(N)
Counting cycle
method
PCM
RCM
FCM
RPM
RFM

Load course
A

B

C

D

E

F

51.8
587.0
151.4
142.6
332.0

111.4
1058.8
262.0
244.3
623.5

121.9
851.9
361.8
377.9
851.9

248.0
871.6
869.5
409.0
1295.4

123.3
2538.8
411.3
346.0
687.7

50.3
6508.7
953.6
628.4
3152.4

In the case of the rainflow counting method (RFM), relative difference
results are in the range of δ(N) A = 332 to δ(N) F = 3152.4. The durability results
obtained by RFM were significantly higher than the results obtained by PCM,
FCM, and RPM methods for all the analysed loads.
Analysis of the results δ(N) obtained for the full-cycle counting method
(FCM) and the range-pair counting method (RPM) indicates that substitute load
spectrums have similar forms, which is supported by the value of coefficient ζ
and substitute amplitude Saz max. This concerns the results shown for the courses
marked as A, B, C, and E. In the case of D and F loads, higher durability was
obtained for the spectrum determined by FCM method.
The presented results of relative values δ(N) also enable the determination of
relationships among cycle-counting methods. It enables their more
comprehensive evaluation that will be presented in a separate paper.
Block load spectrums are determined by the results of counting load cycles
from chosen load courses characterised by spectrum filling factor ζ among
others. Figure 8 shows the results of calculations in the form of durability charts
for each method of counting cycles referring to the values of factor ζ determined
for substitute spectrums. For the PCM method (Fig. 8a), durability diagrams are
arranged in accordance with the value of the coefficient, except for the courses
C and E, which occur in the reverse order. Impact on the form of the results is
that more cycles in the range of mean values Saz i for spectrums were determined
for course C, which results from a comparative analysis of the block load
spectrum.
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Fig. 8. List of the results of fatigue life calculations due to the factor value ζ for the block
load spectrum determined by counting methods: a – peak counting method (PCM), b – simplerange counting method (RCM), c – full-cycle counting method (FCM), d – range-pair counting
method (RPM), e – rainflow counting method (RFM)
Rys. 8. Zestawienie wyników obliczeń trwałości zmęczeniowej ze względu na wartość
współczynnik ζ dla blokowych widm obciążeń wyznaczonych metodą zliczania: a – lokalnych
ekstremów (PCM), b – rozpiętości gałęzi (RCM), c – pełnych cykli (FCM), d – par zakresów
(RPM), e – obwiedni (rainflow) (RFM)
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Lower durability was obtained for course D in relation to the value
indicated by coefficient ζ for the load spectrum determined based on RCM
cycle-counting method (Fig. 8b).
In the case of the spectrum determined by FCM (Fig. 8c) and RFM (Fig. 8e)
for courses D, E and F, there are small differences in the values of the
coefficient ζ, while durability results differ significantly. Only for RPM method
sequence diagrams of fatigue life were consistent with the values of the
spectrum filling factor.
Summary
The calculations of fatigue life under service loads showed differences in
the development of the load spectrum by cycle-counting methods: peak counting
method, simple-range counting method, full-cycle counting method, range-pair
counting method, and rainflow counting method.
Depending on the nature of the changes in the stress courses, the range of
variation of the relative difference values for each method for counting cycles
was as follows:
– Peak counting method
δ(N) = 50.3 − 248.0,
– Simple-range counting method δ(N) = 587.0 − 6508.7,
– Full-cycle counting method
δ(N) = 151.4 − 953.6,
– Range-pair counting method
δ(N) = 142.6 − 628.4,
– Rainflow counting method
δ(N) = 332.0 − 3152.4.
The presented data shows that the lowest durability of the load spectrum
was obtained by the PCM method, and highest value was determined for the
RCM method. The results for the other methods of counting cycles were in the
range determined by the PCM and RCM methods.
Relative differences of the fatigue life are related to the algorithm for the
determination of cycles for each cycle-counting method. This mainly concerns
the determination of cycles with high amplitude values that have a significant
impact on the calculations of the durability results. This is confirmed by the
given examples of the block load spectrum determined for the maximum stress
Smax = 500 MPa in the load course. The maximum substitute amplitude Saz max
for the cycles indicated that the chosen methods have different values (for
example course F) and developed spectrums, on the basis of a set of cycles,
characterised by different rates of spectrum filling factor ζ.
Based on these calculations a practical recommendation can be formulated
on the necessity of analysing of loading spectra determined with several
counting methods that enables one to define the range of changes of the
estimated fatigue life.
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Analiza wpływu metod zliczania cykli na obliczenia trwałości zmęczeniowej stali
Streszczenie
W pracy zostały przedstawione zagadnienia obliczeń trwałości zmęczeniowej w warunkach
obciążeń eksploatacyjnych na przykładzie przebiegów zmian naprężeń pochodzących z pomiarów
obciążeń czopa zwrotnicy samochodu osobowego. Przyjęte przebiegi zostały poddane
opracowaniu prowadzącemu do wyznaczenia zbioru cykli sinusoidalnych następującymi metodami: peak counting method, simple-range counting method, full cycles counting method, range-pair
counting method i rainflow counting method. Na podstawie zbiorów cykli, o zmiennych
parametrach Sm i Sa i, opracowano blokowe widma obciążeń dla amplitud zastępczych Saz
wyznaczonych na podstawie autorskiej metody, w której zastosowano dwuparametryczną
charakterystykę zmęczeniową. Wynikiem pracy jest porównanie wyników trwałości zmęczeniowej
dla widm obciążeń wyznaczonych przyjętymi metodami zliczania cykli dla obciążeń losowych
o szerokim widmie, charakteryzujących się zmiennymi wartościami współczynnika I.
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Summary
This study presents a factorisation algorithm to be considered as a method for reliability
assessment of complex technical systems, in particular, network systems. The well-known,
classical methods for the calculation of structural reliability are ineffective, or inapplicable in the
case of actually exploited complex network systems. Difficulties connected with the calculation of
their reliability structure are considered the main problems. A factorisation algorithm based on
graph theory allows the calculation the reliability of the network system without the determination
of its reliability structure, and it can also be used in the case of systems of known structures, giving
results that are compatible with classical methods.
This paper also presents the assumptions, basic principles, and advantages of the
factorisation algorithm used for network systems. Examples of analyses using the presented
method for simple network systems and their practical use in the assessment of the reliability of a
fragment of a real gas network are included. The obtained results confirm the usability of the
method for structural reliability assessment of network systems, as well as the facility of
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comparing structural reliability of designed and modernised network systems. It was also observed
that the method in question can be improved in the future by taking under consideration in the
calculation such parameters as the number, reliability and localisation of supply sources in the
network structure.

Introduction
Reliable operation of electrical power distribution, water distribution, or
computer networks is very important, and the widespread application and
complexity of network systems results in an increased number of system
failures. Beside customer inconveniences, it also results in financial losses for
suppliers and users. In some cases, network failures may result in threats to life
and health, including ecological hazards.
The reliability of network systems and the optimisation of their structures
aimed at the assurance of required reliability levels and the safety of their
operations have been a target of numerous studies for many years [1, 2, 3, 5, 6,
9, 10]. The difficulty of calculation reliability structures of such network
systems is a main problem in calculation reliability structure of these systems,
which is required in majority of known calculation methods [6, 8, 10].
The most complex (with respect to the structure complexity) network
systems occur in urban areas, where they must be consequently developed and
modernised. Calculating the reliability of these networks in design phase or
before planned modernisation provides the possibility of comparing various
variants for the selection of the best option. That is why there is a need for
calculation methods allowing simple and fast analysis of the reliability of even
complex network systems.
This paper presents the assumptions and basic principles of the method of
network system structural reliability assessment based on factorisation
algorithms with use of graph theory and their reduction. The presented method
allows the calculation of the network reliability using various assumptions
related to the system aptitude. There are also possible method modifications
aimed at better modelling of the real network. Computerisation of the presented
method together with its modification will allow fast computation for various
structures and initial assumptions.
Methods of structural reliability assessment of network systems
Methods used in the calculation of technical system and network structural
reliability can be divided into the following [6]:
– Analytical methods based on the analysis of random events and processes,
– Simulation methods based on the simulation of random events and processes,
and
– Mixed methods combining analytical and simulation methods.
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The method of “complete survey” (survey of all states) is one of the bestknown analytical methods [4, 6, 8]. This method can be independently used for
any complex system on a number of individual elements. The rapidly growing
number of the system states, including an increase in the number of elements is
considered the main disadvantage of this method, and this method is ineffective
for complex networks systems.
The method of “minimal operating paths and minimal cuts” is a method
limiting the number of the tested system states being minimal operating paths or
minimal cuts that are taken into consideration [4, 5, 8].
Damages tree method is also considered as a method of structural analysis,
which uses Boole’s algebra. Logic functors realizing logical product or logical
sum are used for the damages tree construction.
In order to make calculations, the damages tree is transformed into a form in
which each entrance to logical functors corresponds to failure of another element. In
the case of complex systems, these transformations are difficult and ineffective.
Methods of simple and complex decomposition are used for testing the
reliability structure of the system with respect to a single element (or group of
elements k) called a “decomposition element” [8]. The efficiency of this method
depends mainly on the selection of the decomposition element. However,
procedures of this element selection are not determined, and the application of
this method in the case of complex systems is also very difficult.
Simulation methods are considered a separate group of calculation methods.
Application of these methods depends on the system structure, mathematical
relationships characterising the tested system and relationships between
elements, including required reliability characteristics.
Methods developed specially for concrete complex technical systems can
also be distinguished among the methods aimed at the assessment of technical
systems. They are often developed as combinations of the methods mentioned
above. They additionally allow, independently on structural reliability,
calculation probability of continuous amount of the factor of needed quality.
This group comprises highly specialised methods and computer programs used
in reliability studies of only concrete network types (for example, water
distribution or electrical power networks), usually on a fixed level (for example
distribution networks) [6].
The selection of the method used in calculations depends mainly on
possibility of using the method in a concrete situation. Usually, it depends on
the following:
– The type and complexity of the system reliability network,
– The initial simplified assumptions considered in a given method,
– The type of information needed for the system reliability calculation,
– The labour consumption and time needed for making the calculations, and
– The possibility of obtaining the required reliability factors, including the
accuracy of the results.
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Assumptions and the basis of the structural reliability of network
systems based on a factorisation algorithm

The mentioned network systems, such as natural gas and water distribution
and electrical power grids, or computer networks, have physical structures,
which are similar to graphs. That is why these networks are often modelled
based on graphs. Obviously, suitable simplifying assumptions should be made.
Despite the models of methods selected, calculation methods posses some of
same generalised features, and they can be used for the calculation of the
structural reliability of various network systems.
The factorisation method can be classified as such a method. In its standard
form, the factorisation algorithm allows the calculation of the probability of the
existence of connections between a distinguished assemblage of vertexes in a
coherent and undirected graph. Assumptions related with the method, the
procedure for modelling network structures using the graph and the possibilities
of the reliability calculation using the factorisation algorithm, including its
modifications, are presented below.
One of basic graph definitions assumes that the graph is defined as an
assemblage of vertexes, which can be connected with their edges in such
manner that each edge begins and ends in one of the vertexes. It can be
described as follows [7]:
G = (V, E)
(1)
where: V – assemblage of the graph vertexes, V = (v1, v2, ..., vn-),
E – assemblage of the graph edges, E = (e1, e2, ..., em-).
The graph is undirected if its edges have no defined directions (Fig. 1).
Thus, we can describe that assemblage of edges E is a family of bi-elementary
sub-assemblages of the assemblage of vertexes V:
E ⊆ {{u , v}: u , v ∈V , u ≠ v}

(2)

However, in case of the directed graph, each edge has a defined direction
(Fig. 2).
v2

v2
e3

e4

e1
v1

e2

e3
v4

v3

Fig. 1. Not-directed graph
Rys. 1. Graf nieskierowany

e4

e1
v1

e2

v3

Fig. 2. Directed graph
Rys. 2. Graf skierowany

v4
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In order to derive a loop (Fig. 3), i.e. edge, which both ends form the same
vertex, assemblages {v} or a single-element assemblage or a bi-element multiassemblages {v,v} should be accepted in the graph definition.
v2
e3

e4

e1
v1

v3

e2

Fig. 3. Graph with loop
Rys. 3. Graf z pętlą

It is assumed that graph is coherent if, for each of its vertexes, there is a
track to another vertex. Whereas, the track is defined as determined by the route
of the edges, allowing relocation from a chosen initial vertex to a chosen final
vertex [7].
If it is assumed that the tested network, for example a water or gas distribution
system, is represented by undirected graph, the following must be true:
– Each edge (ei) of the graph represents a single connection in a real network.
For example, this would be a section of the pipe-line with mounted fittings
connecting two furcation points (or one furcation point and final point, for
example, a customer connection point) in a water distribution system.
– Graph vertexes (vi) represent elements of real networks at points where
furcation takes place (for example, three-way or four-way junction) or a final
point (for example, a valve in the customer connection point).
Edge weights (connection weights) are also used in modelling using graphs.
It is a numerical value characterising a given connection, which, depending on
particular needs and network type, may determine the connection length, flow
capacity, or pipe-line diameter. In the case of the analysis presented in this
study, the connection weight is defined as the value of the reliability function at
a chosen moment t. This value is marked as Rei. The value of this function
results from the value of the pipe-line reliability function and all fitting elements
mounted on the pipeline. They will be considered as series connection system.
Thus, we can write the following for a given moment t:
R ei = Rrei ⋅ ∏ i =1 Rai
n

(3)

where: Rrei – the value of the pipe-line reliability function at a distance of
single connection,
Rai – the value of the fitting element reliability function on this
connection.
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Based on the above conclusions, we assume that a coherent undirected
graph will represent the network system in which probabilities of correct
operations of the connections are known. Occurring damages are independent.
Such a graph is named a “stochastic” or “probabilistic” network.
The factorisation algorithm can be applied for the calculation of the
reliability function value of the real network for which the graph is considered a
model. This algorithm allows calculating the function value with no need of
reliability structure determination. Additionally, the method allows defining
various system states and the calculation of the reliability considered as the
probability of the occurrence of the states in question.
The network reliability measure is defined as the probability that the
network can realise its function, e.g. assure gas, water or current flow between
terminals. Usually, it is a flow from the source to customers connection points.
In the case of complex networks having closed connection rings, the flow can be
realised in various (alternate) ways, which improves reliability but complicates
the process of the calculation.
The factorisation algorithm allows the calculation of the probability of the
connection between chosen assemblage (K) of the graph vertexes [1, 2]. It is a
“K-terminal network” reliability problem. This means that terminals, which are
in the assemblage K, are mutually connected via damaged connections. In a real
system, it means that there is the possibility of flow from one of chosen
terminals to all rather terminals of this assemblage. In this case, the probability
of such event is a measure of the network reliability.
The assemblage of terminals K in each network can be determined in the
following manner:
2≤ K ≤ V
Thus, with respect to a number of terminals in the assemblage K, an
assumption of various states of aptitude is possible. In practice, two boundary
conditions are considered:
– K=2 (two terminal network reliability problem): In a real network, the
probability of a connection between chosen two graph vertexes is defined as
the probability that from one terminal (for example source) there is a
connection, and flow is possible to the second of chosen terminals (for
example to a chosen customer).
– K=V (all terminal network reliability problem): The probability of the
existence of connections between all graph vertexes. In a real network, it is
probability that there is a connection from each terminal, and flow is possible
to all other terminals, e.g. to all customers.
In case of networks in which the transmission of the medium from the
source to customers takes place, the condition for K=2 can be determined as a
reliability measure from the point of view of a single customer. However, if in
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the assemblage K terminals representing all customers are found, the sources
can be determined as the network reliability from the point of view of a supplier.
We can assume the following:
– Graph vertexes (network nodes) are absolutely reliable, Rvi=1.
– There is the probability of the edge (network connection) damage, Fei=1-Rei.
– Failures of connections are independent.
States of the graph representing the network can be divided into two
assemblages with respect to two possible edge states. Thus, the reliability of Kterminals of the graph can be expressed in the form of a conditional reliability
formula [3]:
R(GK ) = Rei ⋅ R(GK ei is in an operational state) +
(4)
+(1 − Rei ) ⋅ (GK ei is in failure state)
Topological interpretation of this formula for undirected graphs is expressed
by the general factorisation theory:
R (GK ) = Rei ⋅ R (GK ' ∗ ei ) + (1 − Rei ) ⋅ R (GK − ei )

(5)

where: R(GK)

– probability that all terminals from the assemblage K are
connected,
– probability that i-edge is in an operational state,
Rei
ei
– arbitrary edge of graph GK,
GK ' ∗ ei = (V − u − v + w, E − ei ), w = u ∪ v
– graph reduction if
connection ei is in an operational state – from vertexes (V)
are detached vertexes on ends of the connection eI, and
they are replaced by vertex resulting from their
connection, whereas connection ei are removed from
connections assemblage (E),

K

K'=
K − u − v + w

if u , v ∉ K
if u ∉ K or v ∈ K ,

GK − ei = (V , E − ei ) – graph reduction when connection ei is in failure
state – assemblage of vertexes (V) is not changed and
connection ei is removed from the assemblage,
R(GK’*ei) – probability that vertexes from assemblage K are mutually
connected if edge ei is in an operational state – this edge
is removed and vertexes incident with the edge are
transformed in single vertex,
R(GK – ei) – probability that the vertexes from assemblage K are
mutually connected when edge ei is in failure state – this
edge is removed.
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The applied formulas (5) via reductive calling for graph representing the
network allows its gradual reduction. During the reduction, only the cases that
assure coherence of vertexes in the assemblage K are taken into consideration.
The reduction allows the calculation of the probability that all vertexes from the
assemblage K are mutually connected. Graphs developed during the reduction
are simplified, so they posses only one edge and only one vertex less in case of
graph GK’*ei and one edge less than in case of graph GK – ei.
According to presented model, the calculation of the reliability measure of
the network is represented by a coherent undirected graph in which vertexes (i.e.
nodes in the network) are absolutely reliable. However, other assumptions can
be made if, for example, a road network in an urban area is considered. In such a
situation (crossings which are considered the network nodes) can be in failure
state with determined probability, and connections between terminals (roads
between crossings) are absolutely reliable. The procedure of the calculation of
the probability of a connection between a chosen assemblage of road is
presented in [9].
Example of the network reliability calculation
The procedure of the system reduction according to (5) is presented below.
Relationships, whic h for a given value of the connections reliability function,
allow the calculation of the network reliability function if two conditions, K = V
(Fig. 4) and K = 2 (Fig. 5), have been determined. Rei = Ri and Fei = Fi were
introduced in order to simplify the calculations.
In the third example, values of the reliability function of a fragment of a real
natural gas network (Fig. 6) have been calculated, which is supplied by a
reduction station in point 1 (WE). Point 10 (WY) is a supplying point for the
next network connected to the tested fragment. The values of the network
reliability were determined using the factorisation method, Fig. 7.
The calculated probability of the existence of a connection between all
network terminals (K = V = 17) means that gas can be sent to all network
terminals. This probability determines the network reliability function in chosen
time t. The calculated probability that gas can be sent from reduction station
WE to point WY (K = 2 = {1, 10}) determines the probability of supplying a
network connected to the tested fragment. Calculations were executed for
assumed values of the reliability function of connections in network (Rei), and
the results are shown in Fig. 7.
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[R1R2R3F4+(R1R2F3+R1F2R3)R4]F5

e7

[R1R2R3R4+[R1R2R3F4+
(R1R2F3+R1F2R3)R4]R5]R
6

[R1R2R3R4+[ R1R2R3F4+
(R1R2F3+R1F2R3)R4]R5]F6+
[R1R2R3F4+(R1R2F3+R1F2R3)R4]F5R6
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Fig. 4. Network reduction for condition K = V
Rys. 4. Redukcja sieci dla przypadku K = V
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Fig. 6. The connection structure of the chosen fragment of a tested gas pipeline network
Rys. 6. Struktura połączeń fragmentu analizowanej sieci gazowej
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Fig. 7. Reliability function value (RS) for chosen time t of the gas pipeline network fragment from
Fig. 6 in relation to the reliability function value of the network connections (Rei)
Rys. 7. Wartości funkcji niezawodności (RS) dla wybranej chwili t fragmentu sieci gazowej
z Rys. 6, w zależności od wartości funkcji niezawodności jej połączeń (Rei)
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Summary

The presented reduction procedure can be used for the development of a
reliability function value of a complex network system for chosen time t. Cited
examples prove that, the more complex system, the more difficult and time
consuming is its reduction. Thus, computer algorithms allowing the reduction
and calculation of the reliability function according to this method are extremely
useful. Deriving these algorithms allowed fast and multiple reliability function
calculations of the tested network connections.
The obtained results prove the usability of this method. This method can be
used for testing reliability structures of designed and modernised gas or water
distribution networks. The method in question also allows checking if the
required probability level of delivery of given medium to chosen points of the
network is assured.
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Metodyka wyznaczania niezawodności układów sieciowych
w oparciu o algorytm faktoryzacji
Streszczenie
W artykule zaprezentowano algorytm faktoryzacji jako metodę umożliwiającą szacowanie
niezawodności złożonych układów technicznych, a w szczególności układów sieciowych. Znane
klasyczne metody wyznaczania niezawodności strukturalnej są mało efektywne lub wręcz
niemożliwe do zastosowania w przypadku eksploatowanych współcześnie rozbudowanych
układów sieciowych. Podstawowym problemem jest trudność w określeniu dla nich struktury
niezawodnościowej. Oparty na teorii grafów algorytm faktoryzacji umożliwia wyznaczenie
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niezawodności układu sieciowego bez określania jego struktury niezawodnościowej i może być
również wykorzystany w przypadku układów o znanych strukturach, dając wyniki zgodne
z metodami klasycznymi.
W opracowaniu przedstawiono założenia i podstawy algorytmu faktoryzacji w zastosowaniu
do układów sieciowych oraz jego zalety na tle innych metod. Zamieszczono również przykłady
analizy wg prezentowanej metody dla prostych struktur sieciowych i praktyczne wykorzystanie do
szacowania niezawodności dla fragmentu rzeczywistej rozdzielczej sieci gazowej. Uzyskane
wyniki potwierdziły użyteczność metody w szacowaniu niezawodności strukturalnej układów
sieciowych oraz łatwość porównywania niezawodności strukturalnej sieci projektowanych lub
modernizowanych. Zauważono również, że metoda ma możliwości dalszego doskonalenia poprzez
uwzględnienie w obliczeniach liczby, niezawodności i lokalizacji w strukturze sieciowej jej źródeł
zasilania.
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Summary
In the last years damages of the middle bearing of SO-3 engines were the reasons of serious
air incidents. In this paper the pick detector analysis of tip-timing data has been applied as an
alternative method of studying the results of experimental research. Measurements of seventh stage
compressor rotor blade vibrations were made using the tip-timing method at the AFIT. The
experimental analyses concerned both an SO-3 engine with a middle bearing in a good technical
condition and an engine with a damaged middle bearing. A numerical analysis of the free vibration
of the seventh stage blade was conducted to verify the experimental ones. The seventh compressor
rotor blade of an SO-3 engine (close to the middle bearing) was modelled using an FE model and
its natural frequencies were calculated. The method presented in this paper enables prediction of
middle bearing failure in an SO-3 engine 33 minutes before it happens.
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Introduction

Rolling element bearings are one of the most essential parts in rotating
machinery. During operation, bearings are often subjected to high loading and
difficult working conditions, which in turn often lead to the development of
defects in the bearing components [1]. One way to increase operational
reliability is to monitor incipient faults in these bearings [2–4]. Analytical
models for predicting the vibration frequencies of rolling bearings and the
amplitudes of significant frequencies with localised defects in bearings have
been proposed in [5], [6], and [7].
FFT is one of the widely used fault detection techniques [8], [9]. The only
drawback of FFT based methods is that they are not suitable for non-stationary
signals. In recent years, a new time frequency analysis technique, called
Wavelet Analysis, was developed. The advantage of Wavelet Analysis is that
the non-stationary characteristic of a signal can be easily highlighted in its
spectrum [8], [9], [10], [11], and [12].
The tip-timing technique is generally used for diagnosing rotor blade
displacements during rotation with a wide range of speeds [13, 14]. In this
paper, the tip-timing technique is used for diagnosing displacements of seventhstage compressor rotor blades and the middle bearing close to this stage. Such
an analysis is important, because the failure of the middle bearing of an SO-3
was reported in 1993 [13], [14] (Figs. 1, 2). This paper proposes the first
methodology to predict such failures.
Measurements of seventh-stage compressor rotor blades vibrations were
made using the tip-timing method at the Air Force Institute of Technology in
Warsaw. In order to understand better the experimental results, numerical
calculations were also conducted for seventh-stage compressor rotor blades
using the FE method.

Fig. 1. The inner running track of the SO-3 engine middle bearing
Rys. 1. Bieżnia wewnętrzna łożyska środkowego silnika typu SO-3
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Fig. 2. Damaged elements of the SO-3 engine middle bearing
Rys. 2. Uszkodzone elementy łożyska środkowego silnika typu SO-3

Numerical results
The seventh-stage rotor blades of an SO-3 engine (close to the middle
bearing) was modelled using an FE model, and its natural frequencies were
calculated (table 1). The number of natural frequencies is presented in the first
column. The second and fourth columns show the calculated natural frequencies
for a non-rotating blade and one rotating at 15000 rpm, respectively. The third
column presents the natural frequencies obtained experimentally. In real
compressors, every rotor blade is different, so the natural frequencies of each
rotor blade also differ. For example, in our experiment, the natural frequencies
of seventh-stage rotor blades in the first mode ranged from 1620 Hz to 1932 Hz.
Table 1. Measured and numerically calculated natural frequencies of a seventh-stage rotor blade
Tabela 1. Zmierzone i wyliczone numerycznie częstotliwości drgań własnych łopatek siódmego
stopnia wirnika
Mode
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Calculated
0 rpm
[Hz]
1765.2
4913.2
8247.0
12621
13867
15360
20973
23368
25174
30445

Experiment
0 rpm
[Hz]
<1620, 1932>
<4592, 5104>
<7920, 8272>
<12064, 12256>
-

Calculated
15000 rpm
[Hz]
1921.6
4962.4
8376.1
12697
13903
15383
21084
23440
25289
30457
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A comparison between the numerical and experimental results (made for
stationary blades) was satisfactory. For example, the first calculated frequency
was 1765.2 Hz, whereas in the experiment it was <1620, 1930> Hz.
Measurements were made only up to the fourth blade mode. Fig. 3 presents a
Campbell diagram for the rotor blade [17], which shows that 7EO, 8EO, and
9EO can cause higher rotor blade responses.

Fig. 3. Campbell diagram of the seventh-stage compressor rotor blade of an SO-3 engine
Rys. 3. Wykres Campbell’a łopatek siódmego stopnia wirnika sprężarki silnika typu SO-3
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Experimental results
The tip-timing measurement of seventh-stage compressor rotor blades is
presented in Fig. 4. This stage consisted of 48 rotor blades. This graph shows
displacements of each of the 48 rotor blades at rotation speeds ranging from
7000 rpm to 15500 rpm. As can be seen, 7EO and 8EO create greater rotor
blade responses. Each blade responded at a different time (see circled regions in
Fig. 4). Tip-timing is a non-contact measurement technique which uses probes
mounted in the casing to determine the vibration of all of the blades. The results
for individual blades could not explain the bearing failure, and for this reason
the peak detector method was applied. The entire test run time was divided into
short periods: T. An average amplitude of all the seventh-stage blades (RMS)
was calculated for each T period [19]:
1

 1 r ( t ) dt 

∫
T

T

RMS(t) = 

2

2

(1)

w

0

where rw(t) is the measured signal in period T.
A DIL1 filter was used to measure the vibration signal of the rotor blades
from 0.1 Hz to 1000 Hz.

Fig. 4. The tip-timing measurement of the seventh-stage compressor rotor
blades of SO-3 engine [16]
Rys. 4. Wykres drgań łopatek siódmego stopnia wirnika sprężarki silnika typu SO-3
wyznaczony metodą „tip-timing” [16]
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Fig. 5 presents the RMS displacements value of seventh-stage rotor blades
(Eq. (1)) for an assumed test run (the plane x-y, RPM versus time) with the
middle bearing working properly. The rotor blade amplitude for 7EO was close
to the nominal speed (see Campbell diagram Fig. 3). In order of magnitude, the
next resonances appeared at 12000 rpm and were excited by 8EO (see Campbell
diagram). There were some other resonances whose origins were difficult to
explain using the Campbell diagram of a rotor blade of the seventh-stage
compressor. The maximal value of RMS amplitude of rotor blades was equal to
7e-5 m.

Fig. 5. The measured vibration amplitude RMS of the seventh-stage compressor
rotor blade with the middle bearing working properly [18]
Rys. 5. Zmierzona amplituda RMS drgań łopatek siódmego stopnia wirnika sprężarki
z łożyskiem pracującym poprawnie [18]

Experiments were carried out at the Air Force Institute of Technology in
Warsaw to find out when a partly damaged middle bearing would fail in an SO-3
engine.
A peak detector analysis provided an alternative method for studying the
experimental results. This analysis is based on calculating new averaged blade
amplitudes RMSn in periods T according to the following equation [19]:
τ − 1  RMS(t + ∆t)
RMSn ( t + ∆t ) = RMSn ( t ) 
+
τ
 τ 
if RMS (t) > RMSn (t) then τ = 400,
RMS (t) < RMSn(t) then τ = 2000,
with RMS (t) taken from Eq (1).

(2)
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Fig. 6, for instance, presents the averaged blade amplitudes RMSn (red)
obtained from the measured blade vibration RMS signal (blue). Equation 2
presents a blade signal averaging formula that reduces the peaks and increases
the minimal values. The objective of this formula is to obtain an average
vibration amplitude at any given time period. If an engine is damaged, this
averaged amplitude will rise.

Fig. 6. The peak detector results for measurement signal
Rys. 6. Wynik przetworzenia zmierzonego sygnału po zastosowania
detektora szczytowego

The peak detector was used for an SO-3 engine with a sensor placed in the
casing above the seventh compressor stage. The blue line in Fig.7 represents the
run test. RPM (rotations per minute) was normalised to RPMn in order to fit the
curve RMSn, which changes from 0.81 to 1.1. The red dashed line represents
the RMSn values of (Eq. (2)). The values of RMSn start from 1, for a cold
engine, and decrease with time to values below 1. This means that when a cold
engine is run-up, the vibration amplitude first increases and then decreases. In
our case, the amplitude reached the level of a normally working engine after 180
s. The RMSn signal changed by no more than 20% throughout the test.
A peak detector analysis Eq. (2) was also conducted in the case of bearing
failure (see Fig. 8). The blue line in Fig. 8 is the run test (RPMn), while the red
dashed line represents the RMSn (Eq. (2)). The damaged bearing caused
increasing vibration amplitude fluctuations. The level of RMSn amplitude
increased to 1.62 (Fig. 8); whereas, in the engine with a normally working
middle bearing, it only increased to 0.9 (Fig. 7). The calculated signal variations
reached 70% and were a symptom of increasing bearing failure, although the
engine was still working. As mentioned above, in the case of the undamaged
bearing, the RMSn varied by no more than 20%. Figure 8 presents the first stage
of the experiment, where vibration amplitude measurements were completed
before the middle bearing was permanently damaged.
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Fig. 7. Peak detector amplitude (RMSn) of SO-3 engine seventh-stage
compressor rotor blade without damaged middle bearing
Rys. 7. Amplituda (RMSn) detektora szczytowego dla łopatek siódmego
stopnia wirnika sprężarki silnika typu SO-3 bez uszkodzenia łożyska

Fig. 8. The peak detector amplitude (RMSn) of seventh-stage compressor rotor
blade of SO-3 engine – experiment with the damaged bearing
Rys. 8. Amplituda (RMSn) detektora szczytowego dla łopatek siódmego stopnia
wirnika sprężarki silnika typu SO-3 – eksperyment z uszkodzonym łożyskiem

Fig. 9 presents the RMS displacements value of seventh-stage rotor blades
(Eq. (1)) for an assumed test run (the plane x-y, RPM versus time) in the case of
bearing failure. The maximal rotor blade amplitude for 7EO was close to the
nominal speed (see Campbell diagram Fig. 3). There were some other
resonances whose origins were difficult to explain using the Campbell diagram
of a rotor blade of the seventh-stage compressor. The maximal value of RMS
amplitude of rotor blades was equal to 7e-4 m.
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Fig. 9. The measured vibration amplitude RMS of the seventh-stage
compressor rotor blade in the case of bearing failure
Rys. 9. Zmierzona amplituda RMS drgań łopatek siódmego stopnia wirnika
sprężarki w przypadku uszkodzenia łożyska

Next, a new test run was started (Fig. 10), in which, after 2000 s, bearing
failure caused the seventh-stage rotor blades to rub against the casing and the
engine had to be stopped. In this case, the RMSn value was almost 1.84.

Fig. 10. Peak detector amplitude (RMSn) of seventh-stage compressor rotor
blade vibration with fully damaged middle bearing
Rys. 10. Amplituda (RMSn) detektora szczytowego dla drgań łopatek siódmego
stopnia wirnika sprężarki z całkowicie uszkodzonym łożyskiem środkowym
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Fig. 11 presents the RMS displacement value of seventh-stage rotor blades
(Eq. (1)) for an assumed test run (the plane x-y, RPM versus time) with a fully
damaged middle bearing. The maximal rotor blade amplitude for 7EO was close
to the nominal speed (see Campbell diagram Fig. 3). There were some other
resonances whose origins were difficult to explain using the Campbell diagram
of a rotor blade of the seventh-stage compressor. The maximal value of RMS
amplitude of rotor blades was equal to 2e-3 m.

Fig. 11. The measured vibration amplitude RMS of the seventh-stage
compressor rotor blade with fully damaged middle bearing
Rys. 11. Zmierzona amplituda RMS drgań łopatek siódmego stopnia wirnika
sprężarki z całkowicie uszkodzonym łożyskiem środkowym

Conclusions
Failure of the middle bearing in an SO-3 engine was reported. A tip-timing
analysis of the (seventh-stage compressor) rotor blades above the middle
bearing was carried out. Next, a numerical analysis of the free vibration of a
seventh-stage blade was conducted to verify the experimental results. A peak
detector analysis was also conducted, using the same sensors as the ones used in
the tip-timing analysis. The experimental analyses were carried out on an SO-3
engine with an undamaged middle bearing and then with a damaged middle
bearing.
The method presented in this paper enables the prediction of middle bearing
failure in an SO-3 engine 33 minutes before it happens.
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Niezawodność łożyska środkowego silnika odrzutowego SO-3
Streszczenie
W ostatnich latach uszkodzenia środkowego łożyska silnika typu SO-3 były przyczynami
poważnych zdarzeń lotniczych. W niniejszym artykule, jako alternatywna metoda do analizy
danych uzyskanych metodą „tip-timing” podczas badań eksperymentalnych, został zastosowany
detektor szczytowy. Pomiary drgań łopatek siódmego stopnia sprężarki zostały przeprowadzone
z wykorzystaniem metody „tip-timing” w ITWL. Badania eksperymentalne dotyczyły zarówno
silnika z łożyskiem środkowym o dobrym stanie technicznym, jak i łożyska uszkodzonego. W celu
weryfikacji badań eksperymentalnych wykonano analizy numeryczne drgań własnych łopatek
siódmego stopnia wirnika sprężarki. Łopatki tego stopnia, znajdującego się w strefie łożyska
środkowego, zamodelowano, używając metody elementów skończonych, a następnie wyliczono
ich częstotliwości drgań własnych. Metoda przedstawiona w artykule umożliwiła zidentyfikowanie
symptomów uszkodzenia łożyska środkowego silnika SO-3 na 33 minuty przed awarią.
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Summary
A new experimental methodology is described for combined measurements of both the static
and kinetic friction between bulk solid and the conveyor belt. This area of investigation has been
all too often neglected. The method of testing is based on the very well know principle of
operation of the inclined plane. The tester was designed having in mind that tribological
phenomena are influenced by various factors; therefore, these factors should be varied widely and
independently, and they should be measured easily. In this, preliminary testing using two coals,
two rubber belts and several different operational conditions were used, such as loads and
moisture content. The experimental results confirm that both static and kinetic angles of friction
between the belts surfaces and the coals tested are considerable higher than the presently
recommended maximum inclination angle for belt conveyors. Bulk materials are not the same, and
this is the reason why physical testing of a bulk solid is so important to proper design of conveying
systems.
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Introduction

The modern and future trend in surface and underground mining is to
eliminate or combine functions and to increase continuity. In coal or soft ores
continuous miners or longwall shearers break and excavate mechanically and
thus eliminate drilling and blasting. The continuity in transportation is also
advantageous [1]. As a consequence, the cyclic haulage and hoisting methods
and equipment, such as truck (trailer), rail (train), and skip (cage) will receive
increasing competition in the future from the belt conveyor. Conventional
troughed belt conveyors, thanks to such advantages as low operating cost, good
gradeability, high output and proven reliability are already the most widely used
continuous haulage machines [1, 2, 3]. Their usage in in-plant movement of
materials, long distance overland, and underground transportation is now widely
established. Economic evaluations highlight the advantages of employing a
speed greater than 6 m/s [2, 4]. The trend towards higher operating speed on
inclined belt conveyors emphasises the importance of the interaction between
the bulk solid and the belt during conveying, feeding, and discharge [4, 5]. The
frictional interaction between the bulk solid and the belt is critical for the
stability of the bulk solid on the conveyor belt during motion under various
loading conditions and along a combination of horizontal and vertical curves,
particularly, during starting and stopping of the conveyor [4, 5]. The bulk solid
is subjected to horizontal acceleration as the result of the belt movement
between the idlers (providing that the belt sag, ymax > 0) [5], which induces the
reduction of both the normal interaction and surface friction between the bulk
solid and the belt leading to slip during inclined conveying. If the belt speed is
fast enough, then lift-off and fall-back may occur. Both slip and lift-off can
increase spillage.
An area that has been all too often neglected concerns testing the external
coefficient of friction (wall friction) between the bulk solid and the belt in
various tribological conditions. The testing should cover variables presented in
Table 1.
Table 1. Three groups of characteristics effecting friction and adhesion
between bulk solid and belt surface
Tabela 1. Trzy grupy parametrów wpływających na tarcie i adhezję pomiędzy materiałem
sypkim (urobkiem) i powierzchnią taśmy przenośnikowej
1

2

Bulk solid characteristics

Wall surface characteristics

Particle size and shape
Particle strength
Moisture content
Particle and bulk density
Chemical composition

Surface roughness
Chemical composition
Hardness
Modulus of elasticity
Rheological properties

3
Loading and environmental
characteristics
Normal pressure
Sliding velocity
Temperature
Humidity conduction
Wall vibrations
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Belt conveyors are frequently operated on an upward and downward
incline. The angles of maximum inclination are recommended on the basis of
wide previous experiences and vary for coal from 15° to 20° [6, 7, 8]. The
recommended angles are far below the actual values of the angles of friction
between belt surface and the conveyed bulk solid. The angles recommendation
is rather conservative, and its procedure is lacking in well documented
experimental results from a tribological investigations on the coefficient of
static and kinetic friction between the specific bulk solid (e.g. coal with
described essential characteristic – one coal is not all coal) and the carrying
surface (e.g. rubber belt with essential material and surface characteristics).
There were two objectives of this work: firstly, to develop a method of testing
based on the very well-known principle of operation of the inclined plane, and,
secondly, to supplement results published so far [7–10] using the method and
apparatus.
Bulk solid and conveyor belt interaction
Figure 1 illustrates the typical belt and material sag, in the vertical plane,
that occur between idlers. The belt and material are lifted and bent in a convex
shape at the idler and lowered and bent in a concave shape between idlers.

Fig. 1. Typical belt sag in vertical plane
Rys. 1. Typowe ugięcie taśmy w płaszczyźnie pionowej
(otwieranie się profilu poprzecznego musi skutkować taką zmianą profilu bocznego)

The belt and material also undergo a continuous reshaping of the crosssection as they move from one idler to the next [11, 12]. Figure 2 illustrates this
effect. At the troughing idler, Section A-A, the belt and material conform to the
troughing idler shape. However, halfway between the idlers, at Section B-B, the
belt and material have not only deflected downward but the sides have been
flattened out (Figure 3).
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a)

b)

Fig. 2. Typical belt and bulk solid re-shaping, where: a) half section B-B and b) half section
A-A (Fig. 1)
Rys. 2. Typowe cykliczne odkształcenia taśmy nośnej i transportowanego urobku, gdzie:
a) przekrój B-B, b) przekrój A-A (rys. 1)

The continuous flexing of the belt and material in the vertical plane and the
reshaping of the belt and material between idlers significantly affects the
interaction between the belt and material and finally make a difference to
material stability on the inclined belt conveyors.
When a bulk solid is transported on a belt conveyor, flexure resistance
occurs between successive idler sets as the bulk solid undergoes transverse and
longitudinal displacement due to the sag of the belt. Flexure resistance occurs
due to the internal friction of the bulk solid and friction at the belt and bulk solid
interface [11]. Experimental testing on the internal and external friction enables
theoretical approximations for the transverse and longitudinal components of
the flexure resistance and subsequently energy saving by optimal troughing idler
design [1, 2].
As it was already pointed out, when the belt moves between the idlers, the
bulk solid is subjected to transverse acceleration in the “y” direction (Fig. 3).
This acceleration can result in reduced interaction between the bulk solid and
the belt and reduced the surface friction junction between them leading to slip,
which impedes inclined conveying [4]. If the belt speed is high enough, then liftoff and fall-back may occur. Both slip and lift-off can give rise to spillage and
limits the maximum inclination angle of belt conveying. All this detrimental
phenomena are partly dependent on value of coefficient of friction between the
belt and the bulk material as presented in several equations by Roberts [4, 5].
The belt speed at which slip will occur is given by the following:

vs =

 
sin θ
⋅  g  cosθ −
µE
 2 ⋅π ⋅ x   
2 ⋅ π 2 ⋅ K s ⋅ cos 

 X 
x

 σ0 

+
 ρ ⋅h

(1)
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Fig. 3. Active and passive states for a loaded belt conveyor, in section
there is belt opening and in section b to c there is belt closing [11]

a to b

Rys. 3. Aktywne i pasywne stany obciążonej taśmy nośnej, na odcinku od a do b następuje
otwieranie profilu taśmy, natomiast na odcinku od b do c następuje powtórne
domykanie profilu [11]

where:
 B ⋅ h + C ⋅ k (h + hs ) 

 B ⋅ h + C ⋅ cos β (h + hs ) 

(2)

σ n 1 + sin δ ⋅ cos 2 β
=
σz
1 + sin δ

(3)

µE = µ 

k=

h = C ⋅ sin β +

X
x
θ
µ
µE

–
–
–
–
–

h
σ0
ρ
δ
Ks
ymax

–
–
–
–
–
–

( B + 2 ⋅ C ⋅ cos β ) ⋅ tan λ
6

(4)

idler spacing,
coordinate distance,
conveyor inclination angle,
friction coefficient between bulk solid and belt,
equivalent coefficient of friction between bulk solid and belt which takes
into account the actual load configuration,
mean height of bulk solid on belt [4],
adhesive stress between bulk solid and belt,
bulk density,
effective angle of internal friction,
sag ratio (Ks = ymax / X),
mid span deflection, maximum sag,
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β
λ
k
g
σn
σz

–
–
–
–
–
–

troughing angle (Figure 3),
surcharge angle (Figure 3),
pressure ratio [4],
acceleration of gravity,
normal stress to the surface,
stress on the vertical.

Slip commences when x = X/4 or x = 3X/4. Lift-off occurs when the normal
pressure between the bulk solid and belt surface becomes zero. It as shown by
Roberts [4, 5] that the belt velocity for lift-off to occur is given by the
following:
vL =

σ 

⋅  g ⋅ cosθ + 0 
ρ ⋅h
 2 ⋅π ⋅ x  
2 ⋅ π 2 ⋅ K s ⋅ cos 

 X 
x

(5)

The minimum belt velocity for lift-off to take place corresponds to x = 0 or
x = X. The adhesive stress between the bulk solid and the belt surface can be
assume to be zero, so the equation can be simplified to the following form:
vL =

x ⋅ g ⋅ cosθ x g ⋅ cosθ
= ⋅
2 ⋅ π 2 ⋅ Ks
π
2 ⋅ ymax

(6)

Equation (6) proves that the reduction of sag ratio increases the belt speed
for slip and lift-off to occur. Equation (1) confirms that an increase of the
equivalent coefficient of friction will increase the belt speed at which slip starts
to occur.
Friction tests and testing techniques
Wall friction is the friction between a bulk solid and the surface of the part
of the conveying system carrying the solid, e.g. the belt. The coefficient of wall
friction or the wall friction angle, respectively, (in some papers different names
are used such as “the coefficient of external friction” or “the external friction
angle and angle of slide”) are important for the design of bulk solid handling
and conveying systems.
The principle of a wall friction is shown in Figure 4.
1
2

Fig. 4. Principle of wall friction test, where: 1 – bulk solid, 2 – wall material
Rys. 4. Zasada pomiaru tarcia zewnętrznego, gdzie: 1 – materiał sypki, 2 – ścianka
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The coefficient of wall friction, µ, is the ratio of wall shear, τw, to wall
normal stress, σw:

µ=

τw
= tan ϕ
σw

(7)

The wall friction angle, ϕ, is the slope of a line running through the origin
of the σw, τw, diagram and a point of the wall yield locus.
The wall friction can be measured with the shear tester invented and
described by Jenike [13]. The setup of the Jenike shear tester is shown in Figure
5. The bottom ring of the shear cell was replaced by a sample of wall material
(e.g. stainless steel, rubber belt). The normal force, FN, then adjusts the normal
stress of the wall, and the shear force, Fs, is measured. Then µ is calculated:

µ=

FS
= tan ϕ
FN

(8)

3

1

2
Fig. 5. Measurement of wall friction with the Jenike shear tester [13],
where: 1 – bulk solid, 2 – wall material, 3 – shear cell
Rys. 5. Pomiar tarcia zewnętrznego za pomocą testera Jenike [13],
gdzie: 1 – materiał sypki, 2 – ścianka, 3 – ramka

Figure 6 shows the setup of the wall friction ring shear tester devised by
Schulze [14]. The annular bottom ring contains the sample of the wall material.
On top of the wall material sample is the bulk solid specimen, which is covered
with the annular lid of the shear cell.
To measure wall friction the shear cell is rotated in the direction ω, while
the lid is prevented from rotating by the two tie rods. The forces acting on the
tie rods, F1 and F2, are measured, and then used to calculate the wall shear
stress, τw.
For the angles of wall friction measurement, the on-line wall friction tester
(Figure 7) presented by Roberts [15, 16] was used. The key component of the
on-line wall friction tester is the wall plate, which is essentially a test sample
connected to a shear load cell via a drag link mechanism
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4
8
7
6
1
2
3
4

5
Fig. 6.
Setup of the Schulze ring shear tester [14], where: 1 – bulk solid,
2 – botton ring, 3 – wall material sample, 4 – tie rod, 5 – spacer rings, 6 – cross-beam,
7 – annular lid, 8 – guide roller
Rys. 6. Układ testera pierścieniowego Schulza [14], gdzie: 1 – materiał sypki, 2 – dolny pierścień,
3 – próbka materiału ścianki, 4 – pręty trzymające, 5 – pierścienie dystansowe,
6 – belka poprzeczna, 7 – pierścieniowa pokrywa, 8 – prowadnica

.
6

FN

3

1

2

4

v
5

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of on-line test rig [15], where: 1 – bulk solid, 2 – wall sample,
3 – load cell, 4 – pressure plate, 5 – conveyor belt, 6 – bulk solid recycle
Rys. 7. Schemat testera przenośnikowego [15], gdzie: 1 – materiał sypki,
2 – próbka materiału ścianki, 3 – czujnik siły, 4 – podpora, 5 – przenośnik taśmowy,
6 – układ recyrkulacji materiału sypkiego
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A test bulk solid of controlled depth is passed underneath the wall sample,
and the friction force acting between the wall plate and bulk solid is sensed by
the load cell. To adjust the normal stress normal load, FN, was applied to the top
surface of the wall test sample. Several problems have been encountered with
the on-line tester [15], such as low reliability, high cost of operation, bulk
materials degradation, and dust generation. Tribological phenomena, i.e. the
static and kinetic friction between bulk solid and belt are influenced by various
factors. Therefore, in friction tests in the laboratory, these factors should be
varied widely and independently, and they should be easy to measure. None of
the above presented testers satisfied the requirements e.g., changing the bulk
solid sample is very inconvenient in the on-line tested, and, in the Jenike tester,
there is a very limited range of variation in sliding speeds. Therefore a new testrig was designed and built.
Experimental details
Experimental apparatus and procedures

Taking into consideration the facts that the magnitude of wall friction force
affects the stability of bulk materials on the belt conveyor in various operational
situations, a special apparatus was designed for testing the magnitude of the
friction between various combination of bulk solids and belt surfaces. Figures 8
and 9 shows the apparatus, which, in relatively simple way, enables the
determination of the coefficient of static and kinetic friction. The apparatus
consisted of aluminium box of 600 mm length, 500 mm width and 300 mm
height without bottom and a lid placed on an adjustable tilting plate covered by
belt sample of 1500 mm length and 1000 mm width. Between the box and the
belt surface there was adjustable gap controlled by guide bars and rolling
bearings. The gap was kept constant at 1 mm.
Then the box was filled with the sample of coal. The inclination of the plate
was increased gradually by an electric screw jack system a bit above the angle
ϕs at which point the box loses its static friction junction with the belt. The
position of the angle of tilt ϕs is registered by the angular encoder of the position
measuring system and the strain gauge dynamometer, which starts to measure
the gravito-motive force, Fgm, which is equal zero up to the angle of tilt equal to
the static friction angle, ϕs. The coefficient of static friction µs is calculated
from the following formula:

µ S = tan ϕS

(9)
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8

7

3

9

5

1

6

2

Stop

4

10

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the incline plane test rig, where: 1 – box (shear cell),
2 – adjustable tilting plate (inclined plane), 3 – conveyor belt (wall sample), 4 – electric screw
jack system, 5 – dynamometer, 6 – encoder reading head, 7 – encoder magnetic rule,
8 – guide bars, 9 – angular encoder, 10 – controller.
Rys. 8. Schemat stanowiska badawczego – równia pochyła, gdzie: 1 – ramka z materiałem sypkim,
2 – regulowana równia pochyła, 3 – wycinek taśmy przenośnikowej, 4 – podnośnik śrubowy,
5 – dynamometr, 6 – głowica odczytowa sensora położenia liniowego, 7 – taśma magnetyczna
sensora, 8 – sztywne prowadzenie ramki, 9 – inkrementalny sensor położenia kątowego,
10 – sterownik

Fig. 9. Photo of the incline plane test rig
Rys. 9. Widok stanowiska badawczego – równia pochyła
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Tilting of the plate is stopped when ϕ reached the value ϕmax equal 34°, 36°
or 38°. At the point of stoppage, ϕmax > ϕs and Fgm > 0 is always true. At this
point the box is released from the strain gauge catch, and the box with the coal
sample starts to skid along the belt. During the skid, the position of the box is
read by the linear magnetic encoder and time is recorded. Then velocity,
acceleration, friction force, and the kinetic coefficient of friction is calculated.
The equations to calculate both coefficients of friction are as follow:

µS =
µs
mn
mr

ϕ
ϕs

Fgm
For

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fgm + For
mn + mr
⋅ tan ϕ −
mn
mn ⋅ g ⋅ cos ϕ

(10)

coefficient of static friction,
mass of bulk solid sample, kg,
mass of box, kg,
angle of tilt,
angle of static friction (obtained from the linear equation y = Ax + B),
gravito-motive force, (for ϕ = ϕs, Fgm = 0),
force of resistance to motion of the empty box, N.

µk =


mn + mr 
For
a
⋅  tan ϕmax −
−
mn
g ⋅ cos ϕmax  mn ⋅ g ⋅ cos ϕ max


(11)

µk – coefficient of kinetic friction,
ϕmax – angle of tilt at which the box was released,

– acceleration of box with bulk solid skidding along the belt, m/s2.

a

Coal and rubber belt specimens

The two types of coals used in friction experiments are listed in Table 2.
One segment of the new conveyor belt and one segment taken from a worn-out
belt used in this work are described in Table 3. Grain – size distributions for
coal A and B are shown in Figure 10.
Table 2. Properties of bulk solids – essential characteristics and composition of two coals tested
Tabela 2. Własności materiału sypkiego – podstawowe charakterystyki badanych węgli
No

Properties and components

Unit

Coal A

Coal B

1
2
3
4
5

Density
Compressive strength
Moisture
Ash
Sulphur

g/cm3
MPa
%
%
%

1.30 – 1.37
9.1 – 34.2
11.7
4.93
0.87

1.22 – 1.25
10.1 – 14.2
4.05
29.45
0.55
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Table 3. Properties of conveyor belts – essential characteristics
Tabela 3. Własności badanych taśm przenośnikowych
No
1

Properties

Unit

type

-

2
3

Shore hardness (A)
Sa - Arithmetic Mean
Deviation of the Surface
Sz - Ten Point Height of the
Surface
St - Total height of the surface
Sdq - Root-Mean-Square
Slope of the Surface

4
5
6

-

Belt I new
Rubber with textile
reinforcement
72

Belt II
Rubber with textile
reinforcement
63

µm

1.36

8.61

µm

56.7

73.7

µm

66.4

146

µm/µm

1.11

1.27

Fig. 10.Grain-size distributions for coal A and B
Rys. 10. Rozkład granulometryczny próbek węgli A i B

Fig. 11. Gravito-motive force as function of angle of inclination, Fgm=f(ϕ)
Rys. 11. Siła grawito-motoryczna w funkcji kąta nachylenia, Fgm=f(ϕ)
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Fig. 12. Linear equations (y = Ax+B) obtained from the chart of gravito-motive force
as function of angle of inclination Fgm = f(ϕ)
Rys. 12. Równanie liniowe (y = Ax+B) otrzymane z wykresu siły grawito-motorycznej w funkcji
kąta nachylenia, Fgm = f(ϕ)

Experimental results and discussion

Figures 11 and 12 are presented as an example of the evaluation procedure for
the coefficient of static friction, µs. A selection of the computed results of both static
and kinetic coefficients of friction, namely, measured values, µs and µk, the mean
values, µ s and µk , standard deviations, ss and sk are shown in tables from 4 to 7.
There are two peculiarities in this part of investigation: firstly, the
coefficient of kinetic friction is so significantly higher than the coefficient of
static friction and, second the effect of the moisture content on friction is not
very strong. Both features can be explained by Moore’s approach to elastomeric
friction [20]. In particular, this approach can be applied for the contact area and
the friction between an elastomeric belt surface and a rough surface of the
conveyed solid material.
Table 4. Experimental results (Coal A versus belt I)
Tabela 4. Wyniki badań (węgiel A versus taśma przenośnikowa I)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal A non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample I, dry conditions of testing
µs
ss
a, m/s2
sk
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
26.77
0.570
0.925
0.690
23.74
0.497
1.272
0.640
27.38
0.585
0.829
0.703
24.57
0.516
0.976
0.682
24.68
0.519
0.964
0.684
0.0292
0.0182
0.542
0.679
24.68
0.519
0.859
0.699
27.04
0.577
1.066
0.669
25.86
0.547
0.993
0.680
25.85
0.547
1.025
0.675
25.58
0.541
1.101
0.664
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Table 5. Experimental results (Coal B versus belt I)
Tabela 5. Wyniki badań (węgiel B versus taśma przenośnikowa I)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal B non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample I, dry conditions of testing
µs
ss
a, m/s2
sk
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
24.90
0.524
1.570
0.597
22.18
0.460
1.673
0.582
19.86
0.407
1.789
0.566
20.99
0.433
1.725
0.575
0.010
19.70
0.404
1.687
0.580
0.0436
0.466
0.578
0
23.18
0.483
1.646
0.586
21.63
0.447
1.658
0.585
23.65
0.494
1.790
0.566
23.09
0.481
1.726
0.575
24.97
0.526
1.769
0.569

Table 6. Experimental results (wet coal A versus belt I)
Tabela 6. Wyniki badań (mokry węgiel A versus taśma przenośnikowa I)

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal A non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample I, wet conditions of testing
(Wt = 15%)
µs
ss
a, m/s2
sk
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
22.80
0.475
1.735
0.574
23.41
0.489
2.249
0.500
23.59
0.493
1.743
0.572
23.84
0.499
1.937
0.545
23.42
0.489
1.839
0.559
0.024
0.0170
0.486
0.562
8
23.97
0.502
1.807
0.563
23.67
0.495
1.633
0.588
21.85
0.452
1.763
0.570
24.08
0.505
1.810
0.563
22.39
0.465
1.678
0.582

Table 7 .Experimental results (wet coal B versus belt I)
Tabela 7. Wyniki badań (mokry węgiel B versus taśma przenośnikowa I)

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal B non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample I, wet conditions of testing
(Wt = 6.7%)
µs
ss
a, m/s2
sk
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
22.91
0.477
1.531
0.603
21.71
0.449
1.683
0.581
21.21
0.438
1.466
0.612
20.13
0.414
1.573
0.597
20.95
0.432
1.541
0.601
0.0187
0.0146
0.449
0.594
22.25
0.462
1.697
0.579
21.22
0.438
1.789
0.566
21.88
0.453
1.631
0.588
22.43
0.466
1.511
0.606
22.17
0.460
1.522
0.604
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Table 8. Experimental results (Coal A versus belt II)
Tabela 8. Wyniki badań (węgiel A versus taśma przenośnikowa II)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal A non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample II, dry conditions of testing
µs
ss
a, m/s2
sk
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
23.14
0.482
2.014
0.534
25.02
0.527
1.804
0.564
25.98
0.551
1.642
0.587
25.67
0.543
1.761
0.570
22.82
0.475
1.873
0.554
0.0400
0.0255
0.506
0.569
20.45
0.421
1.865
0.555
24.96
0.526
1.927
0.546
24.58
0.516
1.806
0.563
23.22
0.484
1.479
0.610
25.31
0.534
1.489
0.609

Table 9. Experimental results (Coal B versus belt II)
Tabela 9. Wyniki badań (węgiel B versus taśma przenośnikowa II)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Coal B non-sized, mass of sample 36 kg, belt sample II, dry conditions of testing
ss
sk
µs
a, m/s2
ϕs, deg
µs
µk
µk
23.81
0.498
1.546
0.601
21.53
0.445
1.501
0.607
23.46
0.490
1.228
0.646
20.35
0.418
1.756
0.571
21.41
0.442
1.684
0.581
0.0306
0.0244
0.463
0.590
23.08
0.481
1.829
0.560
20.61
0.424
1.607
0.592
21.48
0.444
1.534
0.602
22.05
0.457
1.756
0.571
23.77
0.497
1.598
0.593

Figure 13 shows that friction force between sliding single asperity of the
solid and an elastomeric surface may be separated into a adhesion component,
which is attributed to a molecular bonding of surface atoms in both members,
and the deformation component, which is a macroscopic phenomenon
dependent on the viscoelastic properties of the elastomer (rubber belt). The
deformation component is due to a delayed recovery of the elastomer after
indentation by an asperity (Fig. 13), then
F = Fdeformation + Fadhesion

(12)

The hysteretic component of friction can be visualised by Fig. 13, which
shows the elastomeric reaction (pressure) distribution about an individual
asperity of the surface in the presence of relative sliding. Thus, an
unsymmetricity of the horizontal reaction (pressure) components give rise to a
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net force which opposes the sliding motion. This phenomenon can explain why
the coefficient of kinetic friction in these experimental tests is higher than the
coefficient of static friction.

v
A

v
B

Fdef.

Fadh.

2

1

Fig. 13. Principal components of elastomeric friction [20], where: 1 – elastomer, 2 – rigid solid
material, A – unsymmetrical elastomer reaction distribution in relative motion
(deformation component of friction), B – adhesion component of friction
Rys. 13. Główne składowe tarcia w elastomerach [20], gdzie: 1 – elastomer, 2 – sztywne ciało
stałe, A – niesymetryczny rozkład reakcji elastomeru podczas ruchu względnego
(deformacyjna składowa tarcia), B – adhezyjna składowa tarcia

It was reported in many tribological investigations which involve testing
friction couples such as rigid solid materials versus plastic materials [21, 22]
that the coefficient of kinetic friction was higher than the coefficient of static
friction. The reverse relationship was obtained only in very limited range of
velocities leading to the stick-slip movement [23].
The relatively low effect of the moisture content on the friction can be
explain by the fact that the adhesion component of friction is small in
comparison to the deformation component of friction (Fig. 13). Only the
lubricating film of water might reduce the adhesion component of friction.
Concluding discussion and further work
The presented experimental results confirmed that both static and kinetic
angles of friction between the belts surfaces and the specific coals are
considerably higher than the presently recommended maximum inclination
angle for belt conveyors. This difference might be justified by the fact that bulk
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solid instability (e.g. its slip and spillage problems) on inclined belt conveyors
depends on friction interactions which in turn are relative to dynamic
phenomena, such as the belt vibration and flapping excited by belt sag and by
idler eccentricity [17] during nominal working conditions, and the longitudinal
stress wave movement launched along the belt on starting or stopping [18, 19]
and by incorrect take up operation [19]. The investigation on belt vibration
influence on bulk solid stability requires redesign of the existing rig used in the
testing. The new rig with strictly controlled vibration of the belt is going to be
used in the next step of testing.
Modification of the apparatus is necessary in order to simulate dynamic
interaction between the belt and material and the dynamic agitation in the
interface and to gain a more accurate friction characteristics representative of
that observed practice. Further investigation into static and kinetic friction for a
wider set of minerals and solid fuels in a wider range of conditions, including
those with imposed vibrations, are needed. In particular, investigations on the
influence of the angle of external friction on the maximum inclination angle of a
conveyor are currently underway.
Industrial experience [5] and laboratory experiments [4] proved that, the
longer the conveyor (time factor), the higher the conveyor speed (frequency
factor), and the bigger the sag between the idlers (amplitude factor), the lower is
the maximum angle of inclination. Additionally, as previously indicated, the
angle is a functions of the external (wall) friction coefficient between the belt
and the bulk material.
No two bulk materials are the same. No matter what type they are. This is
the main reason why physical testing of a bulk solid is so important to proper
design of bulk material handling systems. The cost of testing is a minor part of
the overall cost of a material handling or conveying system. Having this data is
one of the most important tools for trouble–shooting problems in the conveyor
when raw materials change.
If an existing bulk solid conveying system works now, it should continue to
work as long as the bulk solid stays the same and the conveyor does not suffer
wear that changes its performance. But changes in the source of the coal (e.g.
coal bed or colliery), or increased moisture, or changes in the process like
increasing the speed of the belts can have consequences on the performance of a
belt conveyor. When a bulk solid conveying system is being engineered, the
bulk solids it will carry needs to be tested for frictional characteristics at the
bulk solid and belt interface to achieve the overall performance required.
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Stabilność strugi urobku na nachylonych przenośnikach taśmowych
Streszczenie
Przedstawiono nową eksperymentalną metodę pomiaru współczynników tarcia statycznego
i kinetycznego pomiędzy materiałem sypkim (węglem) a taśmą przenośnikową. Badania te, ważne
w procesie konstruowania nachylonych przenośników taśmowych, były wielokrotnie pomijane.
Metoda pomiaru opiera się na powszechnie znanej koncepcji równi pochyłej, a jej oryginalność
polega na szerokim zastosowaniu mechatronicznych sensorów cyfrowych, jak np. inkrementalnych
sensorów położenia liniowego i kątowego oraz komputerowej akwizycji i prezentacji danych.
Tester skonstruowano z uwzględnieniem wiedzy o wieloparametrowym charakterze zjawisk
tribologicznych oraz potrzeby niezależnej zmiany tych parametrów i ich łatwej identyfikacji.
W prezentowanych w tym artykule badaniach zastosowano dwa rodzaje węgla, dwie taśmy oraz
zmienne parametry, takie jak: obciążenie taśmy węglem i wilgotność środowiska badań. Wyniki
badań wykazały, że wartości kątów tarcia statycznego i kinetycznego są istotnie większe od
dopuszczalnych obecnie wartości kątów nachylenia przenośników wznoszących bądź opadających.
Badania potwierdziły, że materiały sypkie (w tym przypadku węgle) różnią się między sobą
własnościami fizycznymi, w tym tribologicznymi, w związku z tym ich poznanie jest ważne dla
właściwego konstruowania systemu transportowego.
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Summary
A new method which covers the determination of a bulk material’s basic mechanical
properties such as internal friction, shear strength, abrasiveness and grindability is presented and
discussed. Several fine bulk materials have been tested and classified. The apparatus consist of a
drive shaft and a disc rotating in a closed cylindrical chamber. A normal pressure is applied to the
disc through the drive shaft. The wear element consists of a bar fixed to the underside of the disc.
The space in the bottom of the cylinder is filled with a given mass of the sample of fine bulk
material. The disc is then rotated for a given number of revolutions and the mass loss of the bar is
determined as well as the size reduction of the bulk material. This newly proposed method has the
advantages of easy testing procedures and the better defined attrition conditions than the standard
test method.
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Introduction
The operating costs of a mineral or any bulk solids processing and
transportation are made up mainly of power input to overcome friction losses
within the mechanical systems and of the replacement of systems elements due
to wear, including the wear losses on the interfaces between bulk solids and the
machine elements [1, 2]. Thus, the bulk material properties which affect power
input, wear, and throughput of the processing and handling systems are of direct
interest to such system designers.
This paper presents a new concept for determining a bulk material’s basic
properties such as shear strength, apparent cohesion, friction angle, abrasiveness
and grindability. Abrasiveness and grindability of any material are not inherent
properties of the material but properties of the tribological system. Therefore,
any numerical evaluation of these properties obtained from laboratory apparatus
may lead to errors when applied directly to the industrial conditions [3, 4, 5].
Review on methods of abrasive wear testing in comminution
Abrasive wear can be defined as wear due to hard particles or hard
protuberances forced against, and moving along, a solid surface, and can be
classified into: gouging abrasion, high-stress (grinding) abrasion and low-stress
scratching abrasion. There are several different types of method and tester with
which to measure the wear rate of these mechanisms, and some of these are
presented in Figure 1. As wear can take place over a long period it would be
impractical to measure the wear of actual components during their service life.
Thus, a series of accelerated wear tests has been developed which can be
correlated to actual conditions. However, it is not always easy to simulate every
type of abrasion, particularly when abrasion goes together with corrosion and
comminution.
Wear tests, utilising predominantly an attrition grinding mechanism include
(Fig. 1) the YGP, hammer mill, tribotester and BCURA-roll mill. The markedball, jaw crusher, rotating electrode and dry-sand rubber wheel abrasion tests
have significantly smaller areas of contact than in the previous examples and
involve predominantly compression, shear and impact forces. The remaining
tests illustrated in Figure 1, namely the Hardgrove mill, loaded column wear test
and vibratory chamber impact tester, exhibit wear characteristics intermediate
between the extremes of the other categories of test just described. In these tests
a combination of attrition, compression and shear forces is involved [17].
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a) Full - scale ring and - ball
mill

b) Hardgrove mill [8]

c) BCURA - roll mill [9]

d) Rotating electrode ball wear
tester [10]

e) Loaded abrasive column
wear
tester [11]

f) Dry-sand rubber wheel
abrasion tester [12]

g) Marked - ball wear test or
Bond mill [13]

h) Hammer impact mill [14]

i) Jaw crusher gouging wear
tester [15]

j) Yancey, Gear, Price (YGP)
abrasion tester [7]

k) Vibrating chamber impact
tester [16]

l) Proposed apparatus
Scieszka
mill [6, 16-19]

F - feed, P - product, 1 - test blade/specimen, N - load, n - direction of rotation

Fig. 1. Test methods for abrasive wear in comminution processes
Rys. 1. Metody łącznego badania ścieralności i kruszalności

In the main course of this investigation a recently developed method [16–
–19], which allows for much closer simulation of abrasive wear conditions
found in actual mills [18], was used. The method is faster and less expensive
than the standard Hardgrove test [8], and any material combination (i.e.,
material of blade or type mineral sample) can be used under any operational
condition.
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Basic mechanical properties of fine bulk materials
Shear strength of fine bulk materials

The shear strength of fine bulk materials is the maximum available
resistance that it can offer to shear stress at a given point within itself. When
this resistance is exceeded, continuous shear displacement takes place between
two parts of the fine materials. The shear strength of fine materials depends on
three factors:
1) sliding friction between adjacent grains;
2) rolling friction, as some of the grains will change position by rolling; and
3) the resistance to moving individual grains generally called the effect of
interlocking action.
For a given bulk solid (granular abradant), the portion of the shear strength
that is due to interlocking action varies with density. Interlocking is affected
somewhat by particle shape and grain size distribution. A typical pattern of fine
material behaviour in a shear test is shown on Figure 2.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Torque diagram (a) and schematic representation of fine cohesive material behaviour in
a shear test (b). For non-cohesive materials component C→0 and τp = τr
Rys. 2. Wykres momentu (a) i schematyczny przebieg badania ściernego próbki materiału
sypkiego kohezyjnego (b). Dla materiału bezkohezyjnego składnik C dąży do zera a τp = τr

The shear stress diagram consists of peak and residual values. After the
peak value of torque is reached at a small value of angular displacement, the
shear strength decreases and the torque necessary to continue the shear
displacement is reduced to the final residual value of torque. Shear displacement
takes place across a shear zone. Stress σ acting at any point within the plane of
shear action can be resolved into two components: σn and τ.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of arrangement inside the apparatus (fine bulk material versus disc-bar
assembly with two different shapes of bar: a) rectangular and b) triangular and interpretation of
interaction between the particulate mineral and the bar within shear zone, where: 1 – drive shaft,
2 – disc-bar assembly, 3 – cylindrical container, 4 – particulate mineral – abradant
Rys. 3. Schemat wnętrza części testowej stanowiska badawczego z uwzględnieniem układu
współdziałania tarczy i beleczki z materiałem sypkim, dla dwóch kształtów próbki (beleczki):
a) prostopadłościennej i b) o przekroju trójkątnym. Schemat wzajemnego odziaływania beleczki
i materiału sypkiego, gdzie: 1 – wał napędzający, 2 – układ tarcza–beleczka, 3 – cylindryczny
pojemnik, 4 – materiał sypki – ścierniwo

2

1

3

Fig. 4. The view of the apparatus built by the Institute for Sustainable Technology, Radom
with mounted cylindrical tribotester (1), loading pulley (2), normal load and torque indicators (3)
Rys. 4. Stanowisko badawcze zbudowane w Instytucie Technologii Eksploatacji w Radomiu
z zamontowanym cylindrycznym tribotesterem (1), krążkiem obciążnika (2), czujnikami siły i momentu (3)
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Table 1. Specification of the apparatus and experimental details
Tabela 1. Ogólna charakterystyka stanowiska badawczego
Name

Apparatus - tribotester

Load used [N]

1000

Drive shaft Speer [rpm]

30

Test duration [rev]

from 1 to 200

Mean sliding distance [m]

0.05 and 6.0
Coal, SiO2, Al2O3, and SiC
(300 – 1200 µm)

Abradants

An examples of results from the experiments carried out in the proposed
apparatus (Figures 3 and 4, and Table 1) are shown in Figure 5. The results
pointed out that the magnitude of the resistance could be evaluated from
Coulomb's equation:
τp = C + σ n tan φ =

3Tp
2πR 3

⋅ 10 − 6 ,

MPa

(1)

and

τ r = σ n tan φ =

3Tr
⋅ 10 − 6 ,
3
2πR

MPa

(2)

where:

Tp
C
Tr
R
τp

−
−
−
−
−

peak value of torque, Nm,
apparent cohesion, MPa,
residual value of torque, Nm,
radius of cylinder, m,
peak value of shear strength, MPa,

τr

−

residual value of shear strength, MPa,

−

normal stress, MPa,

−

normal force, N.

σn =

Fn

Fn
πR 2

In a body of fine bulk materials under normal stress, the particles are in a
state of static equilibrium. To displace them tangentially, it is necessary to
overcome the resistance offered by the existing adhesion bonds between the
particles and by a considerable degree of interlocking (i.e. by the apparent
cohesion). After a peak stress is reached at a small value of shear displacement,
the degree of interlocking decreases and some of the adhesion bonds are
ruptured. The shear necessary to continue shear displacement is reduced by
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approximately the value of apparent cohesion (Figures 2 and 3). The decrease in
the degree of interlocking is caused by the particles being crushed and broken
and by the redistribution of the particles (sliding, rolling and lifting). The
magnitude of internal resistance while shearing, i.e., the internal frictional angle
depends on the grain size and environment, e.g. moisture content (Equation 3).
Therefore, consistent, bulk-solid sample preparation is important.

ϕ = arctan

τr
3Tr
= arctan
,
2 RFn
σn

deg

(3)

Grinding and abrasion of fine bulk material

The shear process is accompanied by wear of the bar (Figure 3). The grains
of particulate material become ground to a greater or lesser degree, which can
be determined by the index of comminution (IC). This index characterises the
ease of pulverisation of the material. A prepared sample of the material receives
a definite amount of grinding energy (energy input), and the change in size is
determined by sieving. IC is expressed in mg of pulverised bulk material
(fraction <75 µm particle size) per joule of energy input.
Relative displacement between the layers of fine material and the bar’s
surface (Figure 3) provides considerable abrasion wear of the bar material due
to the grains of the bulk material sliding across the surface. They may also move
relative to one another and may rotate while sliding across the wearing surface.
In various industrial situations, as well as in laboratory test apparatus, high
stress abrasion occurs. In the high-stress abrasion conditions, bulk solid particles
or abradant particles are intensively crushed and abrasion is increased.
The abrasion property of bulk solids is represented by the abrasion factor
(AF) and the intensity of abrasion (IA). The abrasion factor is the mass of metal
lost by abrasion from a bar when rotated in a specified mass of bulk solid under
specified conditions, expressed in mg metal lost per kg of pulverised bulk solid,
i.e., bulk-solid particles <75 µm. The intensity of abrasion does not include the
bulk solid’s size reduction effect during the tests and is expressed in mg of
metal lost in 1 s from m2 of the bar surface exposed to abrasive action. Wear
resistance (WR) and relative wear resistance (ε) give the best indication of a
material’s resistance to wear. Wear resistance is represented as the energy input
required to wear the blade, when rotated in a specified mass of bulk material
under specified conditions, expressed in MJ of energy input per g of metal lost.
Relative wear resistance (ε) is the ratio between the wear resistance of the tested
material and the wear resistance of a standard material.
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Fig. 5. Shear strength of fine coal as a function of normal stress, and Coulomb’s
parameters φ and C (Equation 1)
Rys. 5. Przykładowy wykres zmiany wytrzymałości na ścinanie warstwy węgla w funkcji
naprężenia normalnego oraz parametry równania Coulomba φ i C (równanie 1)

The above properties can be calculated as follows:
mg
PC
,
− index of comminution,
EI
J
∆W
mg
− abrasion factor,
AF =
,
PC
kg
mg
∆W
IA =
− intensity of abrasion, 2 ,
S⋅ td
m ⋅s

IC =

EI
⋅ 10 − 6 − wear resistance of bar material,
∆W
WR (specimen tested)
− relative wear resistance,
ε =
WR (standard)
where:
PC − fraction of pulverised material <75µm, g,
EI − energy input, J,
∆W − wear of bar, g,
S − area of surface exposed to abrasion, m2,
td − duration of test.
WR =
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Results and conclusion
The use of the proposed method leads to the determination of a number of
parameters of interest in mineral processing and bulk solids handling.
A series of tests have been performed on one coal, coal water slurry, and
three abradants. The results are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2. Basic mechanical properties of selected bulk materials
Tabela 2. Przykładowe własności mechaniczne wybranych materiałów sypkich
No

Properties

Coal

Coal water
slurry

SiO2
99%

Al2O3
99%

1

Vicker’s hardness, HV

~65

-

~970

~1500

2

Shear strength τ = τr, MPa

1.58

0.833

2.58

2.99

SiC
99%
~250
0
2.97

3

Apparent cohesion C, MPa

1,11

1,49

~0

~0

~0

4

Internal friction angle ϕ, deg

33.4

19.1

53.1

55.8

55.4

mg
J

0.512

0.491

2.030

1.792

1.858

69

33

140

437

2655

39

11

111

403

2253

5

Index of comminution IC,

6

Abrasion factor AF,

7

Intensity of abrasion IA,

mg
kg
mg
m2 ⋅ s

The proposed method is much more flexible than the standard method [12],
and it may quite closely simulate attrition conditions inside various mineralprocessing systems and bulk solids handling equipment such as-mills, chutes
and conveyors. The method also allows for a quick and inexpensive
determination of the abrasiveness and grindability of bulk material in any
operational condition (viz. pressure, sliding velocity and temperature) and in
any material configuration (viz. material of bar and sample of particulate
material-abradant). In the proposed method, a sample of only about 20 g of
abradant (range of particles size 600 µm -1200 µm) was used and normal
loading, Fn=1000 N, was applied.
The results of tests to determine the abrasiveness of bulk materials (AF and
IA) will differ in relation to material configurations (with various bar materials).
Therefore, the abrasive property of a bulk material should be tested with bars
made from materials currently used or considered for use in the equipment.
Only results from tests that completely simulate operational and material
conditions in the industrial installation can be directly applied to design
calculations. In the tests presented in Table 2, WC-6%Co bars were used.
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Metoda badania kruszalności i ścieralności dla materiałów sypkich

Streszczenie
Przedmiotem tego artykułu jest nowa metoda, która obejmuje wyznaczanie podstawowych
własności materiałów sypkich, takich jak tarcie wewnętrzne, odporność na ścinanie, ścierność
i kruszalność. Za pomocą ww. metody przebadano kilka materiałów sypkich. Zasadnicza część
stanowiska badawczego składa się z wałka napędzającego i tarczki umieszczonych w pojemniku
cylindrycznym. Próbka poddawana procesowi zużywania ma kształt beleczki przymocowanej do
tarczki, która jest dociskana do wypełniającego cylinder materiału sypkiego o określonej masie.
W trakcie testu próbka – beleczka obraca się określoną liczbę obrotów, a po teście wyznacza się
ubytek masy próbki i stopień skruszenia materiału sypkiego. Do zalet testera należy łatwość
przeprowadzenia próby i precyzyjnej identyfikacji warunków procesu ciernego.

